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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

u.kAl- I'

The 1976 Authorization-Act of August 7, 1975, included the mandate that the

Foundation prepare a comprchensive4an for a ,"Science for Citizens" Pro-
(

/
.

.gram to bi presented to COngTess within six months. The Act provided three

.
. /

,

objectives to be addressed by the proposed prOgram:

/

..

* to improve pubic tladerstanding of public policy issues -,

-involving science and technology

to facilitate the participation of experienced sciefttists

and engineeirs as well, as graduate and undergraduate students '

.

. in public activities, including community and citizens group

activities, aimed at the resolution of public policy'issues

having significant scientific and technical aspects; and

to enable, enoni-profit citizens public interest groups to

anqUire necessary, 'technical expertise to,- assist them in deal:

4/

ing wtth the scientific and technical aspects of Public

t

policy issues:

The conference report on the Authorization Act further directed that:

"This to'bd prepared with full public participation

inclu ing: concerned citizens groups; 'educational institu-

tions scienCiticsocidties; individuals and groups with

exper ise, experiehce or interest- in improvillg scientific

and echnical information, and individualT and groups with
expertise, experience,or interest in improving the participa-.

tib of scierilists in public policy debates."

This iep rt to the House Committee on Science and Technology and the Senate

Labor a d Public Welfare Committee is the National Scdenge foundation
A

respOne to the Congressional mandate. It contains the Science for Gitizena

l ,

/progr in options, an analysis of the information_submitad'by interested
. . ,

._..)

. #
ft .f

(

t
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individuals and groups on which the program options ere'based; representa-

- tive inputs, and a review of the public participation process. Volume II,.
f .

AOpendix, to be published separately, contains materials submitted/by the

public; a specially commissioned'report, "Provision of Federal Assistance to
#

Nonprofit Citizen Groups Dealing with Scientific ancyechnical Aspects of

. .
Public.Policy Issues"; prepared ry,the law lirm of Boasberg, Hewes,

Finkelstein and KlOres'(referred,to as the BOasberg Report).and Other materials.

PROGRAM OPTIONS FOR A SCONCE FOR'CITIZENS PROGRAM

NSF has developed .a, series oknineoptions to address the objectivbs and that
k

respond to the publiC views expired during the planning process. These

options are based on the needs idntified by the public, the, legislative

authority, of the Foundation, and.its policies and Capabilities..

ManrindivPduals expressed needs that lie outside the scope.ofNSF authority

) I

or that are inappropriate for an agency with NSF's capabilities and resources

4/0 address. These are included in the, records of the meetings and are

Sddressed,to a limited extent in the btdy.of the report. Emphasig, however,
4

is placed on developing thos options that respond to the objeativessof the

program and are within the' ability.of'NSF to implement.

The options presented reflect a Alexible approach in that some or all could\

be und'rtaken independently, and the emphasis given t,each can vary. Before,

undertaking implementation, *tailed development and experimental pilot

teatfng of each option is'recommended to assure develoOment Of an efficient and

effective program. he options identified are:

1 i

6

14
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;DRAFT
Registries of Sc$r4s and Engineers

NSF could support the compilation of registries of scientists and

,engineers interested in serving as. resource persons to local decision

mters, community Wand citizens public interest gioups and others. These

registries would contain information about a person's professional qruali-

ficationsand experience, and 'availability on a volunteer or remuneration

basis. State and local 'registries, and a register of persons'interested in

working with national offices of public interest groups, would be compiled

by the professional societies in consultation with citizens public interest

groups. Maintenante of lists and facilitation of their use coUldbe accom--

plished through the national and/or regional clearinghouses -and/or regional

.,or State based centers described below.

Media-Programs to Increase Public Understanding

NSF could support various types of media progtams specifically designed to

provide d balanced presortation of major issues aAd,the role that science

can play in -their resolution. Four examples of the types of programs that

could be funded are:

(1) 'A television series based 'on the "Advocates"' approach., in

which pertinent issues such as the enviroftment or energy
,

would be. aired: Scientigts, engine ,.public goofficials

nd represerytatives of citizens public interest groups.

would participate: Followup to the Program could include

polling, call -ins, letters and filling requests for-fur-

ther information. .The priddigms could be distributed eo

libraries, science.centets a'ad museums and schools.
ot



(2) The,d4velopment of broadly based media and educational
4

a
packages could be supported,on major issue areas s

HealtWNutrition-Sinitation,j,prOduct Safety; Personn
,

InteractOn with Science and Technological Application;

h as:

Energy/Conservation; Enviionment. A balanced pregentation,

of al]. major participants' views would be provided. Publ4 4

and commercial television stations would be encouraged to

carry the programs. Corresponding educational materials

could be developed and distributed nationally; regional
V

distribution could be implemented through the professiodhl

t

societies which could. adapt.them to state and local needs.
4!

Schodls could also obtain these ckages to assist in local

efforts'to address thessues.

(3) Experimentgl televidion and radio programs would. be designed,

-,.

specifically aimed at encouraging viewer participation in.

live programs. A possible format would be to have public

officials and persons with scientific and technical experm

tise bOth withing and outside government discuss specific

issues. The viewing or listening audience could Call in of

write in their views.

"N.

4

44k

(4) Development, compilation, and dissertinatiOn of special printed

materials would'be undertaken, using governmental and non-

.

governmental materials. These could include ease studies.on
-trov

.a spectrum of policy issues; listing or'abstracts Of pertinent'

litecature and research; listing of relevant resources aad

sources, of information and technical assistance.

iV.
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State-based Centers to Sup$ort Public Programs in Science' and .Technology

Utilizing the-model of the'State-based program of the National Endowment

for theTumanities, ad hoc.volunteer committees in each state made up of

scientists and engineers, institutional administrators, and me6ers of the

. public, Could be es tablished. The committees would receive a grant" from

NSF which they would re-grant to support projects and certain individuals.

They would support projects involving public policyissues with,.scientgic

and technological concerns proposed by state and local organizations and.

institutions. Examples are: forums, workshops, media programs, films and

other audio - visual aids. Among the policy guidelines under which committees

would operate projects would be that of ensuring that a balance of view.

points be maintained in public presentations and that the projects them-

selves npt be of an advocacy-nature.

Centers could also develop and maintain state a 4 local registries of
c

scientists and engineers interested in working with citizens public interest

groups, state legislatures and others. Support to individuals could be

*-

given through short term associate grants to scientists and engineers,

internship programs for undergraduate and graddate science and engineering

students, and selectively to professionals identified through the regis-

tries for independent research and analysis or for assistance to state and.,

lOcal deciiion makers or public interest groups. No direct financial

assistance is envisioned to public interest groups in this report, however,

assistance in the form of supplying services of scientists and engineers

could be Tsupp9 4ted..

V
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ts and Engineers Associates Program %
.
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NSF cou13 sponsor a national competition to provide one to two year grants
.

o's

. ,,, ,
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.

to' scientists and engineers to pursue work on public policy issues.- Par-

.

ticipants would be clrosenon the basis of technical competence, ability to

formulate's problem, and to present conclusions hat rais\ the level of

debate on important policy-issues. Once selecte' theywdld be. free to

.
\

choose their plac le of work in the following types o organizations; non-

"
profit citizens-pubLic,interest,groupc regionl, sta e and lOcal. governmental,

.

\
agencies or.units, sich as .stat e egislatures; or Medi organiztions. 'The

\

grants would cover salaries and /some expenses.

.

. \ -4 \.

Two variations of this option are: 1) a short-tefm progra' of thr months,

4
implemented either through a national ccippetition or the At te-based\centers

N

option described above; 2) a separate associates program for ork in Ifdia

Organizations,'through a competition on s'national or statt ba is for e'ither-

\
\

r

one to two years or for shorter term projects.

Internshi' Pro ram for Science and En ineerin Tinder rakluate and Brad
Student

NSF could support programs in colleges and universities to pide. nder-
Ae

1

1, 1'

gradmate and graduate science and engineering students an opyortunit tb,
e,..

.
work with nearby decision making organizations, nonprofit citizens pub ic

4
interest groups 'and other's as part of their academic training. Ilie pro ram

would assist in placing students for part-time work on related pub c policy
\

issues; (Aker lectures, guest speakers and seminAgon government and Tub

affairs and communications; and public papers resulting from the stude ts

f

internship work. The program might also involve students from communica ion

,vi
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and journalism schools in traPhing and educational programs aimed at improv-

,ing their understanding of scientleic and technological 'concerns.- t

f
k

This program might also Be offered on a short-term basis during the summer.

Support could come either'from NSF directly or .through the State-based

Centers. described aboVe.

Establishment of a National Clearinghodae with Regional Branches

A national clearinghouse could be established to serve as a central reposi-

tory of selected materials from NSF, other Federal agencies, and organiza-

tions outside the Federal Goveinment which g search and other infor

mation related to public'.policy issues Involving scientific anjl techndg-ogicaf

41

concerns. The clearinghouse would facilitate access other existing infor-

14
mation.,resoutces, and provide' active and "anticipatory: disseminatiot ser-

vices aimed at more effective use of existingsmaterials mcmbers ofthe

public and citizens organiAtions. Regional brariChes could also be edablished:

Establishment of Regional denters

NSF could support the establishment of regional resource centers. Two pritr-

*.gram models might be considered.

'1) Regional Science Servicem!,,Centers to serve as information clearing.,

houses which would collect, generate and disseminate materials on relevant

issues and problem areas'. "I'Centers,could provide individuals and groups with

technical assistance and referral' services. They woulralso sponsor work -

shops and forums o9 local and regional issues as, well as'national or global

concerns. These centers could also serve as the regional branches of the
. S

national Clearinghouse described above.

.fs

V1 1 t j
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2) Regional Issues/Centers, established .on a geogiaphicarbAT,thAt

k/could undertake focusect,research- on public policy issues, bf specific regional

concern, such as offshore.oil drilling'or plant siting and disseminate re-

sults. Centers would tbring together scientists
.

fnd .engineers, citizens and
.

"r public policymakers for researchprojects, workshops and conferences, and

(

could maintain an information and dlssethinationcleatinghouse on regional

issues.

Forums, Conferences, and Workshops

,NSF could sponsor forums, conferences and workshops On public policy. issues

involving significant scientific and technological concerns. h d foctis

,c

on apbaJ,nationar and regional/ocal problems. This optiog would be imple-

mented by utilizing a combinatidn of progrSm techniques, iftluding:
...

Funding forums and conferences at the-national level focused on

national and/or global problems._

Fun?ing forums and conferences at the regional Idvel focused on

national/global ,and regional/local ftoblems.

Fuhding national workshops involving scientists and engineers
A

from within and outside the Federal
I Government concerned with

i

therstate-

o.of-the-act with respect to specific policy issues r problem areas,

e

lcarCinogenic health hazards, nuclear safet?7, solar e,nergy.and alternative

energy sources.

Fupdin 6̂ workshop opportunities for Federal policy-makers and.

p

a

, .

program implementors, and scientists and engineers from within 74 gut-
. , 1111

,,.

side the Federal Government, as well as concerned individuals, and those

. ,
.

4



"from citizens groUps, professional iSsocia on_ and nd industry, to have a

DRAFT,

U ;

'

dialogue on specific topics and'to.saddrt*Imatte involvingr4 resolution

."
of, polity issues and the soluelf:,i0-of sc octetal'peialems. N

t :..

, , ,..."14'!.N !* r
., ,_,t,. 4 .). "14 4. ,

'ty... :
r"----"/ ...,

Grants to Independent Journals

t
a

it 4. N.,

.e .
Grants could be

4
made to national organizations with,lournala reaching sci

. :

.t%°
.... P.

entists and engineers, as well as those,dtrecred to poli,cymakers and admi
6\______- ft. - 1. istrators; to support publication of research work. Support could also

. .

A
' given to commission and/or publish reports gr pipers generated by public

01 .

interest activities of the scientific' and technical professional societ es.

',These giants could -be given-on a national bass r through the re- granting .

1.,111

mechanism of State:I:lased Centers described above) so
1

THE PUBLIC PARTICIPATrON PROCESS
-

Oa.

Oyer 1,400 persons contributed to the planning process. The statements made

. , ,

at the public hearings, by mail orson registration forms are the basis on

/

.which the needs underlying the proposed progra tic options were developed.

Publft participation in the pllenningl5f the S i

achieved in two ways.

for Citizens Program was -

o.A .series of publid meetings was held in science and technology .

% .
.

4
4..

museums in seven cities during December,, 197.54 The meeting,,sites were:

!4

hicago, Illinois; Atlanta, Georgia; Dallas, Texas;'Dinver, San.
.

4, ,- , 4, .

'i.

. .,, .
.

Francisco, 'California; Worthington; D. C and Boston, MassaChusetts,
f

.Statements-
,... .

.

.

were presented to i panel of NSF, personnel and members .of the National Science ,

Board: General audience discussion was a feature of toth afternoon and -.
x .

.I/*
.

. evening Sessions. ...

i x
ti e I,/
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4

A notice AS placed in the Federal Register on October 31, 197'5,

and a letter including toe Federal Register notice was sent to some 24,600

individuals and organizations on November 4th: These notifications provided

information about the pub lic meetings and Invited statements to -be submitted

- .. ..

by mail for those who were unableto present their views ip person. It was

A
, '4 ,

'annoUnced.thatall-statements received would be included in th report to

* f
, - )

Che'Congresa. .

Submissionswere made by persons from education institutions; by concerned

citizens; public interest groups; public officials; private

,

cieizensigpei-

s.sons from business, industry, labor consulting firms; directors, staff or

volunteers science museums and centers; fepresentatiVes of professiOnal

> k .

societitv"ad person's media related occupations,. They offered ex-

tremeWteiversd interpretations of, the program's purpose the issues it

might address, thetypes:of naOes Which shoul.ebe pet and the resources.to

be'provided for meeting those needs.
.

OTHER PROGRAM CONSIDERATIONS.
I

'11

*

_ .

In the SFC planning process,'program suggestions related to other activities
.

,.. 0.

-Of NSF were made. 'Ths report describes thede NSF programs, as well' s rela-
.

ted efforts by other Feder agencies.

4

'' Based on public statements madg 'on Capitol Hill and by participants in the

.. :,

ptiblic meetings, ciitidtsms of the program tanbe,expettedon the

'
_

:10
. ,

;
that it might givg scientists, engineers, and technologists an unusually

, w : 9

,.

x

IMtr

.
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strong voice in the' ormulation of public jolicy. Vhile this is nOt"the

intentloUthearogram, great care must be exergised to insut'elthit
-,----,' * ilv

.

different "pulics" and industry receive fair treatment ;and are given an ,

.,, ,
..

.

i.
opportur to statgrtheir position ih any forum,,television'program, or

. .

,,-.

other activity that might be sponsored with Science for Citiiens funds.

Certain basic standards mugt be adOpted to guarantsebalancid participa-

tion, and criteria must'be established to assure that selentists,and

* ,

are'engineers and other groups benefiting from the program are not placed

in a favored or dominant group'position with'respect to their' influence

on-pubfiCpolicy formulation.

to,

The megilS foi accomplithing this! requiremea for the program are unclear,

a n fact it might be difficult to satisfy. NSF would use a cautious

apprbgch employing pilot ..tnd feasibility projects to test lhe validity of
is e

various alternatives. ,Appropriate measures would be ten to insure that

evaluations'are made to provIlide a sound data base for ii:hplementing,

contihuinii,or for terminating :project or pfogram asmaxperiehce dictates.

e""

Signiticant Options Not proposed by NSF

PrOgrtions not propo by NSF but disCuS.sed in thebreport are:

,o410%

direct funding of public interest groups, an advocacy role for

establishment of an $FC progra

1

4

NSF,'and no
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Correspondence echoed the concerns expressedigt the public meetingi that there

is an inherent imbalance between the resourcesof government and industry and

those of citians-public inter?st groups and community organizations to

effeciively
4*
further their aims and press fon legislative Change. These groups'

felt that direct funding wouldprovida them with access to the, knowledge, in-

, formation and capabilities required to more directly,address the varied issues

of concern
*
and contribute to establishment of releyant policy. It was stressed

4

that in recent years many of the 'traditional source's of funding had irtually

dried up and that it appeared that government funding was the alternative to

maintaining the ability of these groups to participate as equals in the
3
ueso-

P,

lution of publiC issues. NSF recognizes the concerns of these groups bu

does not. believe that theloundation is.the appropriate organization to

determine what consitutes "balance" among'the various viewpoints on the many

issues a program such as SFC might address.

. 0

The Foundation attitude is in no way meant to be negative,-and -NSF acknowledges

that citizen groups have a significant role to play in resolution of issues.

:the Boasberg report (Appendik) suggests key leverage points offering citizens

'groups the best opportunity for influencing decision making.- It also points

oUt that in an increasing number of cases such groups may seek and receive

assistance directly from the-state or Federal agency respons.ible for reso-

lution) of issues.

r

NSF capabilities and authorities lie in'the support of scientific and techni-

cal research. It is the FoundationAview that direct funding 'oul'd poten-

tially place NSF in an advocacy Otition beyond its mandate and inappropriate
. ,

-0

to its mission. I te-further suggested that relatively few citizen roups

. have the resources necessary to adMinir=Federal funds.

xii

nJ
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NSF believes that many of the options presented will benefit citAzens A riterest

.`

groups. with a broad range of resources, vices and activities, in particular

-those, of th egional Resource's` Center a
:-

State based centers.

Many suggestions alSo centered on provision of NSF 'support bkrough the SFC!

program for continuing.ectucation-and for subsidization ofspecial course
A

studies. NSF believes that exisethg programs are appropriate for ed6at4Onal

4
undertakings of this nature, but that through the SFC program, Amid it be

7
established, broade1 access to the existing 4chadiams might be achieved)).

A

V

/'

1 0
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The 1976 NSF, Authorilation Act included the mandate that the Foundation

prepare a comprehensive plan for a "Science fOr Citizens" Program to be

presented to the House Committee on Science and Technology and the Senate

Committee on tabor and-Public Welfare.

NSF has completed this program plan and it is presented in two volumes:

Volume I contains Science for Citizens program options, an analysis of

the information sub itted by interested -individUals and groups on which

the program-options ere based, and a review,df thepublit pa/rticipation

process undertaken by NSF in planning the program. Appended to Volume I

are summaries of publi meetings and CorreSPOndence received during the

program planning peoc Volume II, Appendix, contains the materials

submitted.by, the public, transcripts of seven regional meetings, a

y

,specially iimmissioned .report "Provision of Federal Assistance to Non-

profit Citizen-Groups Deali with Scientific and Technical Aspects of

Public Policy Issues", and of er related materials. 4

To provide a broader base on which to develop the program-plan, NSF

contracted,for the above cited r port to review and analyze the implica-

tions of Federal assistance to non-profit citizens groups for the purpose

of acquiring scientific and technicairpertise. It was prepared by

' the law firm of Boasberg, Hewes, Finkelstein and klsoes and 16 referred

to in the body of this document as the Boasberg report.

,

The purpose of this NSF report is not tb recommend the form to be taken

a Science for Citizens program, but rather to suggest options for its

conduct and content that appear viable and respond to the Congressional

objectives of the FY 1976 Authorization Act.

ar
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o to improVe public understanding, of public'policy issues

involving uience and technology

to facilitate ine participation of expe'ienced scientists and

engineers as well as graduate and Undergr'aduate students in
.

public activities, aimed at the resolution of public policy

issues having significant scientific and technical aspects;

q

an.d

o to enable non-profit citizens public interest groups.to.acquire'

necessary technical expertise to assist them in dealing with the

scientific and technical aspects of public policy issues.

The conference report an the Authorization Act further directed that: I"

"This plan' is to be preNredwith full public participation

.including:_ concerned citizen groupS; educational institu-

tions; scientific societies';:indivtgdals and groups with ex-

tpeetise, experience or interest in improving sci-entifi'c and

technical information; and.individuals and groups with

expertise, experience or interest in,improving the,participa7

tion.of scientists in public .policy debates."

46-

Public Participation in the planning of the Science for Citi/nns.Program

was achieved by ,holding a series of public meetings in science and

technology centers in seven cities. during December, 1974, and by

. .

soiCitinyparticipation in a notice placed in, the Federal Register, of

.
, .

. . ,

- .

October 31, q975.. Additionapy, a letter including the Federal Regis'ter

s . .

, .

,notice wasisent to At 24,600 individuals and organization's' and 5;441

. I ' '

.

.

, 1

ft_
. .'

press releases were
,
isdsu4d., ;hese prvjded information about the public

meetings and lirections,for submitting statements by mail. It was .

A
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announced that all statements received.by January 10 would be included as'

... . ,

,..,,

part of the recordecsubmitted to the Congress, ,

es

a

44

Over 11100k0Viduals and organizdttimis responded to the NSF,requeA.,
, .

Their views and the program.optins based,on,tho vien form the body of

Vis report.
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\ I. THE. PLIBLIC'S,,yIE)1 OF THE, SCIENCE FOR CITIZENS. PROGRAM

0

. OVer 1,400 persons contributed to the planning 0001eSS. The statements made
. . .

.

.

at the publfc hearings', by mail or on registration f9rms are the, basis ,

-

on which the programmatic.optionstor the Soience foi%Citizens Program

described in this report were developed.

Those who' submitted statements as individuals or as representatives of
1

organizations spa6n4d broad segments of society.. In descending order of
4.

prOlialence,A:hey ere: #

Persons from eduCational inst.itutions,'a ver3, small fraction of

Whom identified themselves as stUdents.'

Members of citizens or public interest groups, including several

recpentatives of religious organizations and arotind 50 who.wishad.
, .

. to protest NSF involvert, in the development and implementation

\'.
.

of social science curricula. .),.-,

-.. .

. Pu41ic officf41%kspokesmen from local and.sta6 government,
a

regional and federal agenties, commissions, etc.
(

. -.
. . .

Private citizens, sdMe,,,'ofwHom,,10enttfled themselves as scientists

, , knor engineers..

Persons from bUsiness, industry, consulting firms and laboi.

organization.

Directors, staff, or volunteer's from science museums or centers

sv

.4
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and from libraries.

Persons repreenting professional societies includiffg-thosd,

focusing on d'icial',scientific, applied science, and medical

)

societies.

t

DRAFT
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Persons from media related occupations. ,

An enact tount.was not possible because-it was not'always clear if

individual's views Were,given as a private citizen or as al representative

)/
4

of a larger body.

The Diversity of Suggestions Submitted,

A diQersity.of viewpoints is readily apparent in the summaries of hearings"

and selected correspondence and statements appended to this report. The

magnitude of the response and the wealth and diversity of ideas and view: ,

.points expressed made it impractical to take a strrctly'quantitative

analytical apptoach in the preparation of'this report. Differing opinions

,were expressed on policy issues or problems to be addressed; on the overall

purp(Ae of theprogram;-and on the audience, clientele or constitutency

to be served. It wasjelt that any. attempt to present quantifiable-
_

)

general-,ations could lead to gems over- simplification and possible

representation.> Therefore, a qualitative approach to synthesizing and ',

analyzing the material hassbeen adopted. An efforrhas betn made, where

particularly, noteworthy, to cite the relative 'incidence with which-certain

ideas occurred.
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Contributors to the SFC plan have not only interpreted the three program

objectives in differing ways, but they have defined or interpreted key

terms in the objectives, as well as the purpo'Se of the program, differently.

The perceived needs the program should'address and the means to meet them

also varied.

Interpretation Of Key Phrases and Terms

Looking first at the different' interpretation of key terms and phrases in the
0

stated objectives one finds: "Science was intepreted by some as being

synonymous with knowledge (also variously defined); by others as being

,restricted to the physical sciences, or as meaning technology.

7

Differing views surfaced on whether "science included the social sciepces.
A t,

A number of persons explicitly stated that the social sciences should be

excluded from NSF programs. These individuals -generally equated the'term

"social science" with behavior modification and personality control or

manipulation. They adamantly opposed the use=of public-funds for activities

,designed to alter attitudes and behavior. -)

Some individuals included or stressed the application of the physical or

social sciences or interdisciplinary approaches involving bOth;a variant

being the lication of Purely technical, knowledge. Some of them saw

science as encompassing a concern for planning and adminis ,. and

management and Coordination of organizational arrangements and change.

Others stressed techniques for effecting technology transfer, information

4

te.
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dissemination, innovation diffusion, and knowledge utilization. Also, %.

included or stressedwere communications and media. Others.included

technology assessment and long range forecasting techniques,

Just as interpretations of 'science" varied, so did interpretations of the

lengthy phrase "public policy issues having significant scientific anij

technological asped." This phrase was viewed by some to mean public policy.

issues that involved policy options with scientific or technological cdntegaseN

this tylOcally involving the understanding and/or possible application of the

"hark" sciences. Others interpreted the same phrase as referring to'issues

invoking the application'of the 'hard" and "soft" social sciences.

significant number of persons expressed strongest interest in social scientific

concerns. A few applied this phrase to the adoption of the metric system

or the impact of mini-computers.
0

Some read the words tb mean "all public policyris.sues" and felt that the

formulation orpolicies and the solution of complex societal problems

required a cross disciplinary approach and application of a range of scientific.

techniques. Others read the as meaning any given public policy issue,

in that the solving of complex societal problems was seen as- involving

reasoning and knowledge along with understanding and valuing. One concern

expressed was that man was in dangerof becoming an object of his own technology;)

that scientific and technological advancement should not be seeff as an end

in itself but should rather bein the service of human values, contributing'

to humanwelfare and to the enhancement of the quatity of life.

I
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The purpose odtaission of the program was interpreted in various ways.

The program was seen As an iatrument to accomplish different but not .

.

necessarily uncomplementary ends, Among these were:

ly assuring that those outside federal agencies. have access to

resources and/or opportunities that allow input and. Partici-
.

pation in, the policy formulation process. This is seen by

'many as a means of redressing what'is perceived at a current im-

balance of resources between citizens interest groups and in-

dividuals on the one hand, and industry) and government on the

other .

2) opening a clear channel of communication from NSF and other Federal

agencies to those outside government to allow access to

government-generated research and other resources pertinent.

to resolving public policy issues. Many saw the latter as

being essential to informed decision making and policy

formulation

3) prqviding for and ongoing and productive public dObate on scientific,

issues

4) providing for basic or continuing educational provrams delipned

to enhance understanding of science and technology Os variously

interpreted) relevant societal problems and/or issues

s
'S
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.

5) providing for an ongoing and.productive.dialogue between those

4

at NSF or other Federal agencies and those outside the federal

government structure

6) focusing on the comcerns'of women, minorities, the elderly and

. the poor and on career, development and mobility programs for7%omen

and minorities.

Participants in the Program, Beneficiaries, and Clientele

The major participants and/or the prograes,qiientele or major direct

beneficiaries are 1iste4,below and were seen as: 1) inter *with

scientists and engineers; 2) gaining access-,t to and/or uy zing scientific

and technological expertise, information and services; 'or 3) otherwise

participating in or benefitting from the SFC program.

individual citizens

the public in general

the academic community

students

citizen action groups, public interest groups

grouN primarily concerned with consumer advocacy

professional associations and societies

0 scientists and engineers'

public officials in legislative roles

''all public officials at all.levels of government

1-6
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those, in the publit service generally e,

persons yin business; industry% and organized labor,

women

minorities

senior citizens

the poor

r

4

; 1

While, strong sentiment was expressed that citizen action groups .and public

interest groups be madeithe prime beneficiaries of the program, such Sentiment

was by no means universal,.-Assistance to individuals who are not members

of these groups, as mell as-to the public in general, was stressed by many.

tit

It also should be noted that many iridiOduals saw the academic community

playing a major, if not .the iijor role in the SFC program. Others saw

scientists and enoineersnot necessarily affiliated with academia playing

a_major role. Some urged thatk entists and engineers from industry be
t."

included in the program.

Range of Issues, Concerns and.Problems.Mentioned*

Suggested targets for the program ranged from local or regional Concerns

to national andglobal concerns. The list'that follows rqflects the

varied character of the concerns suggested.

food scarcity

food producttn and distribution

population

0
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natulfal-resource's; reftewahle and non-renewable

oir shale; off-shore drilling

oceans

energy; alternative.sources,'conservation

resource recycling and resource recovery

environment and ecology

er,lro ion

1

1.4

environme tal impact stateme

land use

power plant siting

local issues such as the channelization of a river

i4Jio emiss-rons,

0:sulphur emissions
,/

i,1013-1,bomiiier, the GOncorde, aid ttle_SST

-0 destruction of the ozone layer

0solid.waS'te'management .

halardous waste diuoosal'

vnuclear power 'and nuclear safety

nuclear weapons ,

social and econom impact \.

.,

ducation

0

4
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*
health care

addiction related concerns

lto handicaps

4

V
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alienation

food and drug safety

biomedical concerns including genetic experimentation

-

consumer rights and concerns
,

civil liberties and freedoms including freedom fromk.government

fls

jnterventionin areas involving personal values and freedom

from Mffnipulation and behavior modification techniques

crime

the economy and unemployment

housing.

concerns of women, minorities, the elderly, and the poor

minoritS, concerns inWuding programs in the scientific fields

fo-r Women and"min6rtts, career development and mobility
. .

% .

the qua" of li e
,

.
. S , ..,

the use of""44Ororiate" or "intermediate"ipechnology.'

thd applicatfon 'of research or knowledge

technology assessment including societal impact of technology

diffusion of new research results
40#

o- toliniUnicationS .and media

1-9
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basic philosophical questions concerning the impact of science

and technology on contemPorary civilization

basic questions )f values often at the root of roversies -over

polices

practical concerns, such as acquiring skill in using the metric.

./ system, meeting code standards in the renovation of houses, learning

basics of scientific subjects such as chemistry or de eloping a
A./

basic science. literacy,

Differing Views of Resource Needs and Ways oT. kieeting Them

A wide range of resource needs and suggestions for meeting them were proposed:

'

Informational and Educational Needs:

Ways to meet needs: Any or all of the folliming: information

repositories; information dissemination services, technical

assistance
;

services (includinil;possible assistance in-resease

efforts); referral services,_ including referral to information

sourcesrto educational and training programs; establishment of-
.

related curricula; forums,;_conferences, and workshops; other

related informational and educational activities including those./

involving electronic and print media.

Human Resource Needs: (the transfer or application of expertise,

f
,Aftwledge, and skills)

Ways to meet needs: provision of expertis#or technical assistance,

or referral to such exptertise And assistance.
, 0

1-10
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Organizatibpal Resource Needs:
1

1.
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Ways to-meet needs: Utilize established or develop new organizational

mechanisms networks and activities iW the'public or private sector

or in both.

Fiscal' Resource Needs:

Ways to meet needs: Direct funding, subsidization, or free *vision

of services to establish neW and operate. existing organizational

mechanismslithat do any or all of the following: foster education

and/or training opportunities; sponsor program activities (which

could include meetings, forums,'copferences, workshops, etc.) provide,

expertise for research.technicaX assistance or other purposes or

providereferraltosuch'experdse or assistance; provide for

compiling, deloping and/or disseminating written or electronic

1100
media or media mixes.

Suggested Role of NSF in an SFC Program'

The role of the $SF was seen as taking different forms. With respect to

the question .0 the organiTional character W. the program some favoi-ed a

decentralized program emphasizing a "bottom-up" approach, e.g. direct or

indirect funding of public interest groups or others. Others favored a

centralized "top-down" approach, funding for existing NSF ,projects.

Others favored an approach which incluat a balanced "bottom-up" and
,

"top-down" orientation in which NSF functioned in a leadership role, as well
. . ,-

as in the role of catalyst and facilitator. This latter orientation would
<1.
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.a.11bw those'spENTS2ading.ptiogram efforts at the regional, State and loCal

levels tollerform the same functions at those levels in concert with

national level program efforts.

With respect to other aspects of the nature of NSF's involvement,'somesaw

NSF exercising p leadership role by serving to spotlight major issues and con-.

'urns awl to commission reports br.white papers on them or to otherwise foster

debate and resolution of such, issues and concerns. NSF was seen by some as

an appraiser of issues relating to science or technology, while. others saw

the Foundation taking advocacy stands. Some persons saw NSF in the role of

ombudsman, mediator, or/ t.oker, helpingto -assure a hearingTer'positions.

or views copnter to or not reffected in national policies or government

stands.

4

NSF Noninvolvement

4
Sentiment was also expressed by some participants that NSF should riot become

involved in a Science for Citizens program. Thefr concerns centered on one

or more of the'following issues:

That it would represent Federal interference in the public decision-

making process
,

t The inability of a.Washington-based agency to be sensito local

%nd regional issues

Poor. use of Federal funds

The danger of social manipulation,,partict4a4ybasedupon the

developmut of social science curricula and other social science

activities, ,

, 1-12
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II, SCIENCEFOR CITIZENS:PROGRAM OPTION

f

Based.on the public's' suggestions, NSF has Arel.oped a series of nine

program options for -the Cringress to consider in reviewing the ex-

perimental activities proposed by NSF for a Science, forCitizens-Program.

In drawing up these program options NSF'h4s adgited a flexible'approach.

Depending upon the reseurces avkiTable, they could'be undertaken simultaneously;,
4

, .

the emphasis given to any option could vary.
.

From perspective, some key points shdUld be,stated about these

.

Ns4..

program options. Together these options share three common Characteristics:

.

1) They represeht wfat NSF believes is a responsive approach to
V 4

the three objectives set forth in the NSF Authorization'Act. The options
. .

.1
provide a range of serVices arid activities that could- benefit citizen

scientists-and-engineers, and no1-prait citizeils public interest' groups

-
for the.. pOrposes stated in the Act. . .

4 .

2) They respond to \the testimony giv6n at the public meetings and
, . a

,

.

to Statements submitted through, correspondence or ,regi'stration-forms. Given

the range and diversity of views presented the options could not be all-

inclusive.. Many suggestions fall outside the scope and authority bf,Nsr

legislation; hers represent ideas Alit are beigter addressed through

othei:,Foundation programs. Nonetheless, every attempt has been made to

%.1
'Incorporate as many of the suggestions presented that seemed realistic and

-feasible..

3) They provide for services,oresources and activities, all of which
I

could have some immecliate impact in addressing the needs of citizens,

'
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scientists and engineers, and non-profitcitizens groups, these options also

have a potential long-term iMpaCt if they_are implementeebver a'perftid of

Years.

The nine program options devel6ipedby NSF, are described in the following

secigion% without priority listing. They are:_ I

4

' Rl istfles of Scientists and Engineers

Media Programs to Increase Public Understanding

State-Based Centers to Support Public Programs iR Science-and

Technology

Scfentists and Engineers Associate Program
,

Internship Program for.Science and Engineering lindergraduate-

and Graduate Students

Establishment of aNational'Clearinghouse with-Regional Branches

r ,

'

EstablishMent of Regional Cehters

Forums and Conferences and Workshops

Grants to Independent.Journa1s

k

4
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OPTION: REGISTRIES OF SCIENTISTS AND'ENGINEERS .

%

Description of Program Option: NSF could support the compilation of registries'

DRAFT

of scientistslandrengineers interested in,!prving
,

as .resource persons,t0,-

citizen pubilie interest groups and others. The iegistries would contain

information about a person's professional qualiricati'ons and'experience,

availability, aid requirements, if any,' -for remuneration for services.,

There are two key reasons for consideration of this optima
4.

There are at present limited opportunities for individuals to

make known their willingness and availability to work vkith citizen publit

interest groups and Others; the testimony at the public hearings and in

-correspondenCe inditates'that a registry would be welj usedjf one were

established;.

citizen
(
public interest groups and other& have difficulty

identifying the key resource people needed for their work: -
Implementation of this option presents a number of issues for NSF; among

tAse Are: -

Scope of registrie; national, regional, state, lOcal: If compiled

only on a national basis, it might be difficult for .local and state oriented

groups to utilize the 'registries. A-separate regi4er of persons interested

in working with.national pffices of public interest groups or agencies such

as the Legal Services Corporation might be compiled .to take care of this

problem. Regional registries could tie supported; e.g., a list of interested

indrvidoals in the'New England or/Southern states. Theicompilation of

dregional registries, hOwever, might be duplicative of state registries and

IT -3 3,i
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not as Useful.. State or local registries offer .a more manageable and

usably system, and would be responsive to the needsef'Many groups whose

interest focuses on issues of 'state4a_local'concern. They would also-be

useful for state legislators and civic leaders. If the Regional SCience

Service Centers were established (as deScribed in another option), the

registries from individUal states could be kept together on a regional

basis.

Compilation of registries: NSF could Ontract with professional

societies to send questionnaires to members, as well as.utilize registries

already,compiled. During the SFC planning process, a-number of examples

4i
of registriei were-given .. Among-these cited were: the ce and

Techpology Advisory Information System of the Biophysical Society;.the

Clearinghouse project of the Public Interest Economics Foundation; a

directory of ecologists compiled by The Institute of Ecology; Professionals

in the Public Interest, a local effort in Washingtbn, D. C.; a pilot' roster

of'interested AAAS-members in Massachusetts; a directory,of the .

National'Association of Utility-Commissioners, and StudentEnvironmental

Counseling OrgaftTi
0

ation (SECO). .

NSF will need to examine these and other registries in order to avoid

duplication, and determine the most advantageous means of setting up new

lades. Care needs to be taken to design the format!for the registrigs in

such a way that.the can be readily utilized. Consultation with citizens

public interest 6rganizations on this would be both usetul'and necessary.

t

4
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.

Maintenance of lists: 'Responsibility for updating lists could

be borne by theTrofessional societies or by a separate organization-set

up to handlethis. One possibility for maintenance would be utilization
a

of the State-based centerg described elsewhere as an administrative

mechanism for maintaining lists and disseminating them to-.interested
.

organ4zations.
I

16.

Certification: A potential, problem is that these registries friight':

-
be viewed as "government approved" lists. n establishing the program, NSF

would clearly state that the registries are open to,anybne who wishes to

submit hi's/her name, qualifications and availability: Related to this are

the criteria for placing a name on the registry. There i% some question .

IW

whether the lists should be limited to scientists and engineers from the

"hard" sciences oryinilude social scientists, lawyers, physicians, and

others. If people riot in specified disciplines would wish to'be included,

u114(it Might well be a.diffic tter to turn them down.
. .

o Assistance in use of the-list: Beyond the task of keeping the

list up to date Affd distributing it to libraries, museums and others who
At

.

.request it, consideration must be given to whether an NSF-supported

organization should attempt to foster its use, screen requests or act as

a- "broker" between registrants'and organizations. Biophysical Society

and the Public Interest Economics Foundation provide examples of such

.effdrts. This type of assistance was suggested by some at the public

meetings as 6 necessary tool 'forimaking such lists readily usable. If

no screening or outreach mechanism is supported or encouraged, many groups
1,
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may not be able to easily identify an appropriate person for their

activities. In addition, some who place their names on the registries

will require remuneration for their services, and some assistance may

then be needed. In certain instances, this assistance could be'

provided through the State-based centers discussed elsewhere in thig

report.

Need for Program Option: Establishment of the registries'will be a valuable

tool for reaching scientists and engineers whO wish to participate in public

interest activities but have few opportunities available to make this interest

4

known. Several groups testified that they invariably sought expertise and

assistance from those they already knew. Thus, the registry would expand

the identifiq0 number of experts available.

Mrs: Juanita Ellis the CitizenS Astociation for Sound Energy, spoke at

the Dallas meeting abbUt her group's need for finding expert advice. She

said ".,_ it's very difficult Unless you just happen to know someone to'
1 .

get this kind 'of inforkmation or find this kind of expertise available...

so some sort ,6f listing to uSmould be very valuable."
(

The establishment of a registry; by,the SFC program might also provide an
.

iAcentive for scientists and engineers to beCome actively interested in

assisting citizens public interestgroups. Different views on this

posiibility were presented. James Kalish,of the Eugene and Agnes E. Meyer

Fgundati on stated at the Washington megiiing that most scientists would not

be inclined topartiCIpate in public policy*related activities, particularly

those involving public interest groups. In cohtrast, Di-. Gilbert Yanow,
411P

Pi'esident of the Alternate Consumer Energy Sotiety, sp6ke at the San

Francisco meeting of his group of scientists and engineers at the Jet-Propulsion

Labnratory w4P work voluntarily with citizens oh energy conservation efforts.
,
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Other suggestions weremade that in facilitating-scientists' and engineeri'

participation, not only those in the academic community, should be encouraged

but people in industry a's well. Donald G. Manly, Director,Corporate Research,

Air Products and Chemicals, Allentown,:PennSylvania, wrote: -"If the
4

goal (of the second SFC objective) is. to be'truly'achieved, then it will be

critical that the terms'experienced scientists and engineers' include industrial

at well as academic peole. "Withoutsthe participation ofAhe industrial

sector and the experience in real world science and tectinology that this

brings, the public understanding developed will be unrealistic andwe will

have fostered a further polarization of the public." He also suggested

establishing a registry of retired scientists and engfizeers.

To provide assistance fairly early in the SFC program, this option could be

started quickly, particularly if the professional societies and public interest.

orjanizatidris were utilized to compile lists from their members. NSF could

begin to make these registries available in selected ybraries andscience

/and technology museums, state legislatures, nd, -4 implemented, the pilot.

State -based centers. MOlings to organizStions alerting them to the

registries. could also take place.

Potential Problems: NSF does not see any major disadvantages to this option

if the format of the registries is ,carefullmodesigned to provide

meaningful inforMation tb potentOkl s4rs, and registries can be widely* li*

located,,in appropriate settings.
4

Mention has already been made of the views presented that if a registry is

established without any outreach or facilitation mechanism it might not

as successful a program. ,For- those groups who have already identified

scientists and engineerswith whomtheywish to work, the registry' may no

11-7 30
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be as useful as it would to others who have up to now been unaware of a

potential range of people wiling to work with them. Maintenance of lists.' could be very costly and difficult.

Timingand Implementation: Work-on the compilatiOn of lists and preparation

of the *registry format could be started the prx?gram!s .first yea./ .

Registries i-n a few fields could be compiled initially to start off' the

program, and dissemi on begun. If existing registries ale used and some

new o'nes compiled, costs of this pilot effort are eltimated to be between ,-
$150,000 - $200,000.

I

'of
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OPTION: MEDIA PROGRAMS TO,INCREASE PUBLIC'UNDERSTANDING

Description of Program Option: NSF would support various types of media

programs specific to the Science for Citizens program. The importance

i.-'of the media in ensuring achievement of the SFC program's objectives was

,,brought out in all of the public meetings and in the correspondence.

The use of all media forms was proposed, with particular stress on the

ability of tele.Osion to communicate to the greatest numbers of people.

Many of the participants suggested that innovative approaches combining

different media techniques or a means of facilitating actual public parti-

cipation in a media presentation setting, would be,very . ,

,

In designing a media program it would be important for the SFC,prograM

to clOsely.collaborate with-NSF's ongoing activities in the Office of Public

Understanding of
.

Science Program (OPUS).
!

The purpose'of theCOPUS'program.
.

.

is to providethe public with an Understanding of the role of science and

technology in modern society; the options it makes, available; and with,/

general *scientificand technolilical-information and skills relevant to

public policy issues as well as to the personal welfar and ligerests

)

of citizens. A. number. of its projects have, been target to specia_l,

audiences4ch as minorities, rural populations, seni r'citizens and .44

,

-union members: *Projects undertaken are: ilm and,televisice-projects;
J , ,

. .

1 ik

museum programs, seminars and public forums; science journalism; ,restalgth

on information needs and effectiveness of alternative Ades of compionication.

Project awards by OPUS have focused on the drmunication of both the basic

and applied elements of the physical, life and social sciences,. The program

4
it
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has funded the MOVA" series ; a film on tkie earth's maggetoOhere;

special educational seminars on.sOcial science research methods 'for

i-eports,and odifOrsi'and a public edUcation program in'the marine sciences.

at the New Jersey WetlandsInstitute. Thus, in addition to stkpOrting more
a

understandinglof basic sciences, the program has Supported efforts

Terated:to the'SFC mandate. Careful, consideration would have to be given

to avoiding duplication of s between the two programs and to'callabdati
.

as appropriate.

4'

, * ,

.41SF coufa.Ottfize the §FC prdgram to a lop tcreative media programs aimed

)1"14L%
at.publtp understanding of putilk policy issUesmirich have sciellAt4c and

eiechnical aspectg. Some example's of the types Of programs tftgf_could be
:Adr

Tnded'are as follows,:,iv ,
.

APA Television Series Based on The "Advocates" Aoproac;i: /ThenAllrOCates"
. . . .r. .

4 'format could be focused on pertinent public,pdlicy issues, such,as the environ-
.

mentor energy; or raise fundamental questions concerning science :or the ,,

-- -
- .

%

rdle of scienceiand technology in.improving

,

the quality of lifiand promoting. .' ,,

.

ei'
, ,

, d011 f

human welfare. Such aAtips7-co'uld i-nvolve;sc ientiits, engineers, ,public
.

41, .'-d ,_... .

officials, public policy MalcersspokeSPersonsfrom Otizens advocatA.

groups. etC. A balanced presentation would be a prereqAte for suilli c
. .... - c.

._a program with appropriate.representat*on by industry, local organization?' 4

and'ppblic interest group,..' A follow-up to the prograpi co.uld triclUde

,

p'dllir ?all="Trit, 'Tette riting,,requests fcir specially, developed, mater-

.
.

-fals 4iists, or already .exis erkVormationand-materialss These proiiams.

couLd ars'ebe repackaged and distributed to libraries, science centers' and_

museut, and schools as
.,--

the basis r fdrther public discussion.
'

... ,.

,. ; ..

,1, f b , i
, ...

.
.
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'Needs Addressed: The fundingkf such a media series would`respond,to the

edgcatidnal needs of the public. It would do so by sr ng to clarify the

values, facts, assumptions, and pOints df view unde lying differing sides

bf controversial issues. It would thereby contribute as well to the AL-ow

pot tial resolution of policy issues". These directional needs and the

'needs for opportunities for persons holding differing points of view in'.

,
.,a public debate or forum were expressed by numerous persons.

r

Dr. Truman 0. Moodruff,Professor Physics at the, Michigp State University,

addtsed these needs in his remarks at the'Chicago heari talked

about bile need for alripg differences in a
N
debate

A
format her iillming

, -
..i. . .

tr televising it a condept Which would be-much lfke pul television's .

. . ,

1, "Advocates?' series: He also suggested that scientific staff be provided

tothose taking part in the debate. The same common background wool

given to the Advocates" and the viewing audience. thecoUr.sevisf the debate.,;
e

Arig NscusSion td follow would reveal the nature of the differences in

rpretation of the same backgrolind material.

3 AO
..',4The'Adyocates awell,nown grogram -and establisheda wide viewer-'

46'
.

ship. Becaise of the proven* popularity of this program, .one following ,t I

er.
, . .

, ,: a simlAer format might be expected-to attract'a large and 'interested audience.

As a resu tpf such programs the pUblic would bebetfen.informed concerning

public Rp issues40 3d, ha Ve gi-eater,understanding Of'the viewpoiNts,-lk
itirk .

I'

( ;

value judgments, and assumptions,involved.

. .

Potential Problems: There May.be difficulties' in findino'skilied ndpratorc

who would be available to work4jn the prodiiction of the series. ,Th re also
. .,-.

_ are-some potential problems in choosing and handing the policy issues to be-
, - - ,

,../ discuS sed, as well as assurinvbalance.
!

..

..
r ' 4'4 ' *
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,

Some'people can be expected to regard some controversiaiissues:dAcussed
DRAFT

".?

On such programs as inappropriate subfe-ctS for Federally supported media

programs. Opposition,from such persons 'can be expected. For this rjason

as wide a participation as possible should be provided for in the review

of the rocess or content of the programs as appropriate, Audience par-

.

ticipation in the actual programs would also beo means of meeting antici-

pated objections.

The question of balanceiwould also have to be considered.. At the,Dallas

hearings, Dr. Sandra 1yreS',--5teacher, formerly the'DirectOr of the Texas*
Oh

Committee for Humanities and Public Policy iniArIington,cited problems

encountered in the. /EH prograT in trying to assure that every pointof

view is presented on a controversial topic. Allowance for statemerfts and

questions from a live audignee can assure that viewpoints other than those

expressed by the panel of advocAes and experts are heard. Inclusion of ti

an audielice,.pa'rticipation feature might lessen the objection tp the

program by persons taking stands which are at odds with most, if not all

of the panel of advocates and expertS.

Implementation and Timing: Thi's profram series modelled after "The. Advocates"

jouLdk.be implemented by awarding a contract to qualified applicants, with

Alb

,close overtightexereised by the SFC proem And NSF. First year funding

-in,the amount of $150,000 could be provided to lau%h the pilotteries.

lho i'Deterop Broadly Cased Media.and Educational Packages: NSF could support

lir
the production of a series of television programs focusing on how science

" .

0-
relates to policy issues. The 1975 Annual Report of Advisory Committee

fiScience'EducAtion identified.five developmental'areas pertiinfing to

the SF& program on which these educational packages could be structured:

4r

Rkarei ealth-Nutrition-Sanitation; Product Safety; Personal

- 11712
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! /
Interaction Will Science and Technological Application; Energy/Conservation;

, .

Environther- A balanced prissentatipn of. all major participants' concerns

about An issue would be required. These television:programs could be shown

DRAFT

on educational and commercial stations.

AS a component of the program package,,corresponding educational materials

could be developed, an approach recommended by, the Advisory Committee in

its 1976 report. These could be distributed nationally through PBS

or the national /regional clearinghousels) described elsewhere in this

report. They could also be distribut4 focally through schools or through

regional offices of professioN1 soc:i4es which could 'adapt them to state

and local needs. The-educational packiget would also be used to respond

to requests for materials gedbrated'by, thef 7dvocateslapproacn described

" -

above.

In consideration of this option, NSF has the precedfa of 4ther television
..4

. programs on public or scientific concerns which have.besetell received

.or obtAiDed much publicity 'from favorable reviews. Among, these are the

'NSF-sponsored "NOV A'" series; the Utional,Geogy'aphif Society's."The, 1;

Incredible Machine", the WNET Bill Moyefr..-JON1 program on PThe Troubled
e.

Seas", and the "Ascent of Man" seri'es sped by Jacob Ilronowskf.. Develop-.

ment of educational materials to accompany sjoilar series would provide

an added dimension.

4 e .04

sts 141
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Needs Addressed:.This program package could contribute positively tothe

public's undertanding of major issues and meet,the-expressed need for

more significant television programming on the relationship of science

*tap public policy issues. With a follow -up offering more information, an

effeCtive mechanism-for furthering knowledge will have been provided.

I

The kind of follow -up which might result from.such a series'can be illustrated

by a project described at the Boston meeting by Suzanne Gra" CoOrdinator for

Science, Boston Public,Library. Sponsored by AAAS and the Library,.a film,
4

4r
discussion series, "The Best of NOVA", showed selected science fi;ms dealing

witK pubpc policy, issues 'science and technology, arid' recent
s (

developments V-pure science. A scientist was an ipited discussion leader

at each showing, and his comments have been videotaped. Ms. Gray .suggested

that tHg tapes andjnformational material made available for the-dis-

cession cu,114:1 be packaged together and then,..tAde available to smaller librvies.

MateriaI9-received 1110e "Contemporary California Issues'' project multi-
,

media curricu on public policy issues, offer another example of the form

1111
such a project_ ould take.

Potential Problems o rpgram Option: If pre-program publicity is not well

done, the effectieness of the effort rMy hp minimal. Wide distribution,

and usagei,of the ecle-efional materials may also be a difficult task, particularly

. the problem of reaching new audiences. As with other such media efforts, SFC

participants stated that it is important they be designed in such. a way that

they-attr'act a new type of viewing public.

4u
;I-14
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Timing and Implementation: The prAgram could be implemented through an

. ,
f

NSF award of a contract to a qdalcified applicant. C ration might

also be given to having' an advisory council review the preparation-of

materials. Consulation With other. rederal agencies; such as EPIC', ERDA

and"FEA would also be necessary as the program got underway. Depending

upon proposals received, an initial budget of $150,000 might be appropriate.
1.

Experimen Television and Radio Programs: NSF could support a programf -

serie aimed at encouraging viewer participation in live television and

radio programs. A possible format to consider is tohave

and persons with scientific and technical expertise -f -rom within and outside

AO
Federal, state, or local government on a live television or radio wet to

' discuss specific issues. The, viewing or listehing audience could'call/in

or write in their views on the issues discussed and could ask questions.
-

-Materials could also be requested and supplied as described above. A sithilar

effort has- been underway on .National Public Radio in cOnionction with the

Bicentennial.

rie&if-Pr..oralgTp.10tion: For those participating in the 9FC planning

process who expressed frustation in makinf their view on issues heard,
.

this approach would offer a potential means of alleviating some of these

frustrations. The SFC program was encouraged to support this type of approach.

For example, some suggested setting up toll free telephone numbers so that
.ao

citizens could talk to experts after a television series on an issue was aired,

using interactive .2 -way cable televisioh or other techniques. In addition,

by incldding both Public 'Officials and scientists and technological experts

on,these.programs,,greater rtponsiveness and understanding of the political and

social ramifications of scientific ang technological decisions could be generated,

11-15 4
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Potential Problems o--It has been suggegted that such programs may not

provide enough in-degeOpportunities for discussion of topics., The

program design should bg'Jarefully drawl with this potential prOblem

ask in mind and some.type of outside evaluation built in.

Timing and Implementation: Because this type of program series would

not be difficult to Jaunch, a few efforts might be.tried'in a region on-- a-' ----

pilot basis d4ring the'first year of the SFC program. A program with

national coverage"could also be tried, ossibly iA.conjuction with the

Public Broadcastiqg Service and/or the regional public television net -
4444blip

works. TheAntircipaied budget'for a pilot effort would be $25,000.

Development, Compilation and Dissemination of Special Printed Materials.

,

Printed,materials could be developed where needed jd compiled where

already available. These could include a compilation of ca§e studiel,

and relevant' research and informational materials covering,a spectrum

of issues and problem areas; listing or abstracts of perttnent literature
MOW

and research; listing of. relevant resources and'sources of information,

technic41 assistance and expertise. This compilation could include Federal as

.,well as non-Federal materials. Existing materials designed to c4municate'
.

to persons with. eiterAlye technical training could be "translated".

for those having less, little, or no expertise. ipecial'materials could

be developed for public administrators, public officials, and persons .
ob

activelyitoncerned with policy issue relution and societal problem

solving. Such material could address the legal, Administrative philo-

sophical and practical as well as technical and scientific concerns.

The materials developed could be disseminated thrabgh the national clearing-

house or its branches,',316414ribed elsewl-e in the program options.

.4
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Needs Addressed: The development, compilation and dissemination of

special ptinted materials would be a meat* of assuring the best and

widest ssible-use of research, information avi resoprces which

already exist. The development and compilation of such materials and

their broad dissemination would, contribute to advancing understanding

Of basic issues in every major policy and problem area.

The needs expressed by many SFC participants, for accessittlity to

;,ciaterials already
4
in existence is cited'extensively in the program 't

options concerned with the establishment of a national clearinghouse

with regional branches and with the establishment of. regional science,

service centers that would house the regionalclearjonghouses. Many of

the individuals focused on the effective onexistenca of a wealth of

availabl-e materials and research. Other ideas for such a program

included case histortes detailing cases in-vol/krng the actual solving-
.

of problems and resolving of'policy issues, as suggested in a statrent

received from Lynton Cal-dwell, Professor of Political'Science at Indiana

State University and by Dr. Susan Hadden of the Southern Certer for

'Studies in Public Policy at the Atlanta ncLii(1. Reference materia1s

or abstracts similar to the materials found in the "Contemporary

California Issues" s ries, developed by Bernard J. Lu5kin, Vice Chancellor,

Educational Flannin and Development, Coast Community College District, 4.

Co5ta Mesa, California.

The development, compilation and dissemination or special Tnted material,

would resipind to a range of needs expressed, Including tile need to provile

resources to which citizens could turn for reliable'objective information

. on controversial issues. Carolyn S. Konheim, Executive Director,, New York

likti
S ientist5 Committee for Public Infornation Inc.; noted this need in

describing the, objectives of he organization with which _she is affiliated.

Ii 1;



MOT
The need for materials to be "translated" was cited by numerous individtials.

Sister Ann Neale, Di ctor, Bishops Conettee for Human Values of the

National Conference of Catholic Bishops, Washington, D.C.,-wrote of.the

need of''gimplying and/or summarizing high powered scientific studies for

more general consumption. She recommended that the SFC program initiate and

fund the translation of already accomplished research into educational

programs for the lay public. Sister Neale also'urged a-at educational

and informational materials include an emphasis on ethical questions.

1

Rob Strauss at the Dallas hearings underscored the importance of developing

material(that the layman can understand, and Mr. Gene Freeland with the

.DallasapiFL/CIO similarly 'stressed the need forscie9tists to communicate

with the average citizen'"in terms that tan be' understood".

.4,

Materials such as thOse described by David W. Kean, Executive Director,

Techno/Culture Institute, Sunnyvale, California, could also be developed.

Mr. Kean recommended the use of a communications tool which the Techno/

Culture Institute calls "Confrontations in Print." That is described as

being essentially'a debate in printed form. It is not; however, a trans-

cript of an oral debate. The-role of the moderator is-greatly magnified,

and. can be seen as ."surrogate for the lay reader." The moderator's

' 01.

summary provides in tabular form the principal facts' on.which the advocates

agree and those on which 'they disagree. The value judgments that each

advdcate applies are also analyzed. Two subjects discussed -gin connection

with this approach were the California,Nuclear Initriverand the world

food problem.

43.
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Materials based on a similar kind of format could also be developed and

distributed in conjuction with the"Advocates" or other type of media

series along with reference lists of'books and sources of information, etc.

Potential Problems: Considerable expertise is needed in developing and

compiling written materials for readers with differing, levels of

comprehension. If the materials developed are not of the highest

possible quality and widest appeal, they will not be noticed sought oe:

' used. If an active dissemination effort is not undertaken, such materials

are not likely to attract attention or be used.

Materials developed or cd(piled for ,t6 lay puplic must be done with care

so that they.are readily understood. A sugge?on was made by r),. Werner Schultz

of the lilochemi5try faculty at the, Hockaday School in Dallas that the

scientific and technical content of such materials might be deaveloped

by high'school teachers who have developed skills in simplifying and

4
communicating scientific *subject matter to their students.

Great care also needs to,be taken in developing and compiling materials

with other than lay audiences in mind. Materials would be developed for

those who are deeply involved in matters involving the formation of

public policy or the resolution of pollsy issues. Equal care needs to be

taken in developing such materials if they ye to prove uskful to their

intended readership.

Implementation and Timing: This activity could'provide for the development,

compilati4, and diseminatipn of a wide range-of materials. First year

A
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funding levels for this activity would depend largely uponthe universe

of existing materials that could be_jdentified and.compiled. A search would

be instituted, to identify this universe as well as other searches which have

to be conducted or are how in progress. Fifty thousand dollars could.be

spent on an intensive short-term search to be completed within the first

six months of the program. Development of basic'materials for dissemination

Could be begun during the first year of the program.

Dissemination efforts could be carried out by the National SFC office, the

National Clearinghouse, the regional branches and centers, or any of a

number of other channels. One hundred thirty thousand dollars wou.ld be

the first year funding level foriprvelopment, compilation, and des'semination

or such materials. These funds would also be spent on materials to be

developed in conjunction with the television programs or films that would

be produced under grther sections of this media option. Abstractions,

compilation of existing materials and development of lists of materials and

resources, sources of information, etc..cokild be undertaken -lin conjunction

ts-

witR the National Referral Cehter and with other Federal as 11 as non-
'

governmental agencies" and organizations engaged in similar q/fforts. The

development and compilation of such materials would be begu as soon as

.
the review of the universe of existing materials and resources was' completed,

no later'than six months after the time the pro ram becomes operational'.

ApProxim4tely half of the m ies spent in develd ing, c i pilinq and

disseminating material would be spent dt material developed for the lay

public and others with no scientific or technical p)6rtise. The rest

of the monies would, be spent on materials developed for a range of other

groups and individuals having varying kinds of interest and expertise.

Total first year funding for activities relating to the development,

11-20
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compilation and dissemination of special materials would be $180,000.
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OPTION: STATE-BASED CENTERS TO SUPPORT PUBLIC PROGRAMS'IN,SCIENCE AND

TECHNOLOGY

Description of Program Option:

NSF proposes to establish Statopbased centers to support public programs

in Science and technology. The model for this Program is theState-based

1Pro'gram of the National Endowment for the Humanities .'(NEH), in operation

since 1974. The purpose of the NEH program is to increase. the role of

r
the humanities in contributing to citizen understanding of current

public issues. This program thus serves' as an appropriate model for

NSF to use An a program aimed at illuminating issues involving scientific.

and technological concerns. _

Projects which these center auld support;include:

Forithis, vorkshops, conferences on public policy issues. of.local

or state concern

Media and'telecommunicatrions activities

Newsletters, journals; preparation of-special case studies on

issues; films'and other visual aids for displayi in libraries, museuths,

community centers.

Individuals could also receive support for work-with public'interest groups,

and other organizations such as state legislatures and the media. .These

centers would serve as administrative and fiscal mechanisms_for three

program options described elsewhere in this report:' These activities

would involv474
. .

5 3
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Short-term grants for science and engineering associates

O. Short-term internships for undergraduate and graduate science-I.

and engineering students

Assistance for scientists and ,engineers identified through,

registries-who might otherwise not be able to undertake particular tasks.,

Utilizing the NEH model, an ad hoc volunteer committee in each state would

be responsiblefor program operation.or This committee could be made up of !
ea.

roughly equal numbers of scientists and engineers,.memliers of the public,

4nd institutional administrators (tniversity presidents, directors of

museums of science and technology, etc.). Committee size would range

between 1826 members.

.f

These committees would receive.a basic adminiitrative and program develop-

ment grant' (NEH Oiovides $40,000). In addition, they would receive a

';/
bloc grant of funds which they would then regrant. Recipients of

t'

regranted funds would be (1) organizations,(groups and institutions who

1,1

propdse projects to committees pertaining to the scientific and' technological

aspects oTimiblic policy issues, and (2) individuals seeking short-term

internships or associate, grants, Or scientists and engineers identified

through the registries who are in need y financial assistance for.

particular tasks. The smalles t current NEH bloc grant for projects is

$121,000; the largest, $460,000. (Tis NER program does not fund indivfduals.

mar
It would 'have to be. lkided wnerlher NSF's program should have A matching

requirement for. regranted funds given to. state committees, as the NEH
.

11-23
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,

,rte
.it

. .
.

plpgram does. This'match- requiremeht could e in dol.-tars,. orin-king'
' . _

services, such AS use of faGilitiOs, materia s aqdreproduci6 services,
. . .

partial rillyMeOt of taVeffunds for sonfernce/workshop participants,
46

.-. .

, ,-
- .

or lower stipends s° taspeakers. Because the matblingrequirement for

' NEH grV ants is based on the'totel amount which an ad hoc committee
. .x A..

receives each year, the matching-amountrinprojects varies. Often certain
11X

_ 4 N,'.
-participants can and do prOvidemore % in their combination of

4/
nt7ki"nd or monetary contribution,

. ..

41k. 14( i

,.
c -

The tolicy guidelines governing these committees could Cioely falibrt

. ,

the NEH model where very broad'guidelines,are set4;the'program and
.

4 -

each state is,
w
alloyed the oppOrtunity-to design its own prograth. Final

rs

respOnsibiliti for OterminingIIT grants would rest with the committee
' 4. . , y- 4

freach state in, order to maintain-the state and lOcal ctoracter "of all

funds ,given'.
,

r< I I

V ' this approach, the bapc frameWork fOr. NSF iran s to committees would '
. _ .

a -

inc ii7 the litwing for.support.O,f pro
, --'

J - ? .

i
All-grAlp-,

of'a Staff committee should support. projects orb
^,1

r

AWC policy issues' involving scIncerd- technology which affect a

brop, spectrum of the publid A`

, _ 1, . , se -

P'ojects should provide ample opportunity for diverte.°points:af,

e
.view to be,exftissed. .A balance inOle ftesenfrtion.of viewpoints in ---

,

,..,- forums, printed filter-fait and communications programAust 'be maintained.
, e . - ..

t -# oa
Projects.camot he of an advqpiciprature, nor action oriented, i.e-.., .4t.'

14
40

: I; .

designed4h,such a way that they lead audiences p'take specific attions

-,-!,,,,,_ ..
.0

)
. ..,

--.
N.11*.64_ . ii 124

4=4: *AP .; . - i .

i' 41111

' ; ' - ..

e

err

4

4.
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. .

such as Jobbying on behalfof a cause or,woiking to create sponsorship. ./,_
40t

for a piece,of legis4ation. 'Individual adversary ,viewpoints may be*

expressed but the overall project roust remain balanced:

Projectssh6Uld-involve the adult, out -of- school public:
.

4,
..

.. - .' , o.

The criteriawhilih State-based committees Would'use for selecting ,

t- . .,

qualified individuals under the -skr,Mist and engineering associates
.

i.4,-

prograjn and the student internship program are'Oescibed elsewhere

in'the oOtionssection. the committees could pro;/ide this type of

.. , ,

support fOr short periodS of gne to three months. Additionally, as

part
.

of their activities, in deOPi,ng and maintaining registries of

..
. , _

. .

are unable to. perform such, work, without some form of remuneration. vi,-

InAdetermining sOpport for, individuals, the committees could also .

L

,utilize an-additional .criterion with respect to the organizations,

.

receiving4Ithe services of these individuals., Ch-teria of need could be-.

p lied sthat'undwimppreseoted points of view "o be neard'In pro-.

CV
it

rkestablisheS for the resolutibn'of poncy.issues. _

.

..,, . .

. Zil,

af this option implemented, andand a numberof centers Operating, NSF

scientists And.elineers interested-An working with citiAn public/
.

interest g ,,the centers would no doubt identify proIrstiOnals who
)

.

yrould want to crider.developinie network mechanism to share ifffermation .

. 1 , -Nera...x,

Itamong.centers as;Avellatinaintal-nlinkages with the national clearinghouse,

'Th4is CeChanA. m could tnccude a systematized information-shving prograb, s'

. .,

.and 'regiortal-or,national ;;onferences in Wbich committee members and grant .1.
,.

.
,

recipients c d participate.

5 ,)
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Needs Addressed: MSFviews'these s;:ate7based centers as a viable 'means

of addressing the needs'of local and state organiz,tions for grant support

of public policy activities. These centers offer an alternative wayof

meeting the need fore dirett fundlhg cited by citizen public interest'

414roups. Testimony at SFC nfeetings strongly favored the establishment 1'

Nof some kind of mechanism which would be responsive toneeds identified

with state-and local levels, and one which would raise the level of

public Understanding on particular publiC policy issues The ability'of

the state-based henters to accompash thiS' end was cit t the Boston

Atin. a0aniel Reed, Executive Director of the Massachusetts

Foundation for Humanities and 'Public,PoTicy:
At

]

"The Foundation members sand I are convinced that the Endowment's.

method of supporting himianities projects aimed at the general

public by utilizjng inde endent state.,committeeq ha$ v:/orked.

/-uccessfully. Since co unity groups take the initiative
'AF

In requestig allows local deteArination of what

are the importqpnt issues.and how best td pr,omote public

cussion of them. y

"Disbursement of the funds by a committee attuned to state

4 affairs ihsUres thdt1 Variety of important issues will be

jaddressed ad that all regiops will, be served."
)

. *E.

the State;- based, committees wald'establj.sh its own operating guide.
s r

lined, its requilIdments for grant applications, deadlines for submission

1

.
.

.

and pricedures fqr evaluation lid fiscal reporting. This flexibility,

i

,5"2 r 'II -26
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would appropriately,allow each to tailor application forms and reporting

requirements'so that some of the'complicated procedural problems of
lo

"Federal agency:4ranting mechanisth's might be avoided.. Many local and ,

OE.
state -hon- profit Citizen group!' cgmmented that complicated'grantirrg

procedures serve to discourage-them from applying for Federal,funds.

1.

. .

The types of projects that could be funded by theseienters could cover

a broad spectrum. Examples of VH.projects, presented at meetings and
, . ,, .

described in correspondence include: .

,

.

. pedal Summer 975 issue of the Wisconsin Academy Review,

entitled " ence, Technology and Human Values."

.

'Conferences; forums, dialdg's, field on campuses and in regiona-1

libraries that are, expected to involve 4Paut 50,000 people in theState

of Georgia this year. Dr. Richardi4iegand, Executive Director of the

Department of ConXinuing-Education aMe6rgia Institute of Technology

and Chai*rman of the Georgia State-based Committee, ih speaking of the

program said: "Essentially we try to fund theprogram$' at seem to say
A. A

that (those attending).will have a chance .to talk back. We don't like

to fuhd pM0grams,that are just lecture sfries, 4butl an opportunity for

an active.involVement wiQi the audience..."

Ajennessee series of 10 programs on The State of Health" that

are shown in conjunctign,with special discussion groups and a published

study-guide.
1
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e A conference ofi-problem-Tif-the Guadalupe River', Texas that.

was attended by 183 people. the Dallas meeting Dr: Sandra ;lyres,

farmer Director of the Texas C e Tor Humanities/and Public Policy

in Arlington described it: "Those yob fromTexas may retell th6ir

landowners and canners were taking potshots ateach other, so with

more guts than good sense, we detided the thing to do was to bring the

two groups'together with academic' humanists.and lef them st down and

talk about their P6blem, Nizg}the disciplines of the humans to

remove some ortrt heat, 'shed some light and to put some of ... the .

problems into historiearperspective." She cited the. conferees as

including a-cultural geographer who talked about different attitudes

toward land and water held by the.city dweller as ojakased to the- country

dweller; a professor of jurisprudence who traced the Texas law on

navigable streams and ah engineer hydregrapher from Dallas who took

the group to the river and demonstrated that, under present law it was

A
impossible to apply the law to the tools which he had at his disposal

to determine whether a streambed Was navigable. Dr. Myres recalled,

"a law student from SMU [sat there) with all these ranchers andiStetSons

and boots for two days crosslegged on the table;..with beard an6 sandals

,
and everyone wondered what was going to,happen when he got up.:', She

related that hiturned out to be th/ most popula speaker-at the

conference4-tlarifyipg the values, IliestpsEr4-rimF'PrJelems
AP

Out of this program came the decision thatilliF two groups basically shared

- the desire for Pesorv'ation of°1and and water, and 'could work tbgther.

They were atrle to developa viable plan to be presented to Texas Parks

11-28 .54



and Wildlife now pein,mplemented. Dr. myres summed up "...here is .

-. a ease in which we Co biped science, humanities, a public policy issue w

. ,a.

and state officials to discuss a problem and at least began some'lteps
. /

towardsits resolution."

.
Based on NEK experience, four to six months orplanning are needed to

. - ,

establish policy areas for support and to establish an operating ad hoc

committee ina;State. ThUs., NSF that actual grants could be
k ,V. . 0

Made in the firs year of the Program if pilot centers were established.

Usully one or tvip'phglessional staff and one support staff are needed

by each state committee, but this can vary with size of the state: --

r----frPotential Problems mith Program Option:

PartiCiparts atthe public megkiligs cited several problems With EH

approach: Dr.IyresNtommeled on the problem of get 'g the publi

particulAig those who noritly don't attend such meetings, to partttipate.

I

The.second problem she cited was that, of maintaining balanced preseltatins.

"...of.course if at any time you deal with a public policy issue, yau,are

going!'to'froM time to Slime get into poltcal fights, although we must be

no-advocacy, although we stress over and over again to our te-grantees../1
0

that every program' must%be balanced, every point of view muske presented

on a Controversial topic and sometimes this is much easier to sAyilthan to

actually do. So all right, you have'twer speakers, one Pro andc'anti)ERA

and row turns out to bP very fine alp eloquerit speaker and the other one

isn't'really'veryoWell prepared, you've left yourself open to the charge,

well, we didn't really get equal time. TherIcs this 4ssibility time
4111-,

'YPT're dealing witha political matter, that you're ioing to come in for,
- h

SOMRcritiC1SM.
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At the Chicago meeting, Donald lstOp, Ca- Director of the Center for.

Rural AffArs, altt011-, Nebraska,,-,z.estei that the fiftyRement,

non-Federil matching,requirements should e reduced,or eliminated for

,projects in rural areas. He told the SFC pUblic meetings in Chicago:

"To meet this fifty per Gent requirement, we had tostretcri

'the definition of 'allowable costs and had to spend an inordi-

nate amount of administrative effort in recoMing and docutlenting

these costs. It v4uld be slf-defeating for the'National Sitfence

Foundation to-want to bring .the resources of th6Akientific

community 'to rural erica and then turn around and drain

away more of its already scarce resources in order'to do it."

t

He also recommended tbat theprogram encourage interdisciplinary

.I.dialogues and be reihknable.in. defining . 1!b is
.

and who is hot a scientist.
' 1 , .

.

. . .
. ,

.

.

r e-

11/ ._

We involved a cultural geographer in the 'Humanities programNe administered.

We were told he did tot qualify as a humanist. Strict definitions like ,

thiSAend-to stifle a nd limit dialogue to more se1'ec audienceswhichthe

Science for Citizens Program,should try to avoid."
-.

Finally, there may be some potential problem itht makeup of the ad, hoc

. .

committees: Using the NEH program Model, the committees in the SFC program

would be'equaily divided among scientists and engineers, institutional.

administrators and members of the public. In the testimony on the SFC

,

program, cany non-profit public'interes't groups and individuals stressed

the need for a citizen majority,on advisory councils' that would bell

determining SFt policy and grants. NSF believes that some balance among
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interested groups is necessary in order toubta4g state-wide support for

such a program. However,-the Foirdation does recognize, that there will

be interest in an increase in the percentage of public mgmbets on the

ad hoc committees.

Implementation and Timing: Based on the NEH experience, the administra-

tive cost of a 4-6 months4lanning grot.for a center is $20,000, With

larger states such as New York and California costing about $35,000.

Olanning 'grants support state local public meetings to discuss

poteKtial themes for the program 'and the establishment of they. hoc

,...,copicnittee. Once in operation, State7based centers receive a 12-month

4 $$0,000 administrative grant. The amount f r regranting purposes can

,vary; it currently ranges from $121,000 t($460,000. The average

grant from the NEH State - based centers is..S5,000. Grants -have ranged

from $15b 'to $50,000. About 30 grants are made a year by.a center.
% . .

,

It would appear feasible to start this program on a smail pilot-experi-

mental basis by fundingX3 centers the first year. 'Assum4,20,000'.for.

'1(each cehter's start-up costs, '20,000 for year administrative costs,, 4

and $75,00 grant purposes for 3 centers, the total, would be

$345,000.
1 .
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OPTION: SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS ASS;e1ATE§ PROGRAM

fl

Description of Program Option: NSF could spoptsor a national competition,

for a Scientists and Engineers Associates Program.

There are several existingrogramsthat could serve as a model, for this

option, mitably the Congressional, Scientist-Fellow'Rrogram of AAAS; in

Mich scientists ahcrengineers are placed on to ssional staffs for one.,--

year, as well as,NSF's National Needs Fellow hipProgram. The ptogram

,
'would provide grants to scientists and engineers who are interested in

(L../

workihg
I

on public policy issues for at least one year. Recipients would
ip.

4

be able to pursue their work in public and private sector institutions.

. - 1

Based upon the materials presented to the SFC program in the'public

partiation process, three categories of instiiutions-were cited Most
i

l . ilf

often as needing such experti.Se;- ,

non - profit citizens public intere3r7oups
I

regional, state, and local governmental agencies or units;

such as state legislatures,' mayors' offjces, county commissioners'

.
offices

media organizations
411

;NSFwould have to carefully cOnSifier the criteria for selecting Associates.

Several suggestedcriterii are the technical cOmpetence.oftko applicant

.e., ability to produce information or analyses which will pass peer reviews

Iv
iad fhe policy competehce of the applicant, ie., ability"to formulate a

,probTem and pOt t concljsions' that raise the level of debate on important°

11-32
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polity issues. Once selected, the applisant, would be free to choose where
.

the word tit done, although in the gase.of public, interest groups

NSF could require that work be carried on in an already estdblished noh- -

profit organization with a-professional staff. Freedom to publish findiflgs

and fully participate in the work of the organization-would be assured.
/-

0,
The formation of NSF selection panels would also be important in designing

this program and specific criteria would have to be developed, AOcations
.11

11

*
would be,solicited throUgh an NSF announcement of a nationallCompetition'

similar'to that of NSF's National Needs Fellowship Program. This program

is"currintly limited fo ,participation in npn-proftt educational institutions

)

t- .for one yeA. The proposed Scientists and Engineers Associates Program

could run tip to two years. Compensation could include the-recipient's
f

salary at.his/her own place of employment; plus a stiped of $1,000 to' cover.

expenses. 4

44, ,) 4.

Short Term Grants: A variatign of, the Associate program would be to

support a short-term program Of about 3 montKs duration.: This could be

implemented either through a separate nationalcompetition or competiltibns

:

4
instates through the State based.centerl.as described elisewhere is his

. '

report. These'short-term efforts could provide smaller citizens groiips
. r

with needed professional assistance-to upgrade their technical expertise,.

and could potentially make assigtance,available to state leOslatur4 during

co ration oT specific isces requiring the expertise of, scientists and

rs. Media oi.anizdtions might also make use of a short-term expert

for articipati in a series of programs on particular issues.

J.



, Media Programs: Another,possible-variaton of this option would bq. to

separately establish national or
.

short-term state prograMs to allow
i,'

scientists and-engineers to work,in media and Media-related organizations;

television and radio stations (botb commercial and educationi1)newspapers,

or in schools of journalism and communications. The Associates would be

able to:

't advise on production of television news stories with

,scientific and technological content,

Jr
4

provide advise to persons;in media on ways to report scientific

information and events, 4

contribftte to the efforts of journalism schools to teach

communication of scientific information.

It would be useful if a conference involving Associates, members of the f 4

,organizations they woqed with, second year Associates an& interested groups

,and individuals was held after the p'rogram's first year, so that knot edge

and experience could be shared.

In carrying out the aspect of this program option involving state

.legislatures, the SFC.programmould work closely with RANN's Intergovernmental

Science Program. The aims of this RANN effort are to integrate science and

technology into, the policy and program planning, and program implementation

' activities of state andlocal govetnments. One of the program's major

thrusts is to provide an increased awareness and understanding. by lawmakers

1

and public administrators of national, state, and local issues which have

scientific and technological ramifications. Support has been given to a

number of projects to improve state legislative activities in Kentucky,

Wisconsin, NewYork,tCalifornia an'd.Alabama.
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Needs Addressed: It i$ NSF's view that anitional-Associate competition

would help focus public attention on the contrillitionq of public interest

save, aft' tho'enhance the dialogue on policy issues with scientific

and teNtoloical ramifications. Dr. Jeffrey Kirsch, Director of the

Science Office - KPBS-TV in San Diego, California, told the San Francisco

public meeting of-his successful efforts to.obtin volunteer belp from

the science community to participate in localdscience television prograths.

4'

In presenting -a suggestion that fellowships or grants to scientists should 6

be, given to work in public interest groups of the media-Dr. Kirsth, said:

"It should be stressed that respectability for public interest scieixel

can only be achieved if NSF encowelge%senior science professionals to spehd

sabbaticals and leaves-of-absence in public interest science. Participation '

could in fact, be given equal status to'olher research endeavors provided

that certain criteria'are met."

A grant of at least one year would provide opportunities forsqentists
s ,

and engineers,to undertake long-term projects, a,need expressed both.by

them and the citizens public interest groups. -It provideS,a career,
, .

opportunity for the-pOtlic interest scientist and engineer. Organizations

in which Assotiates worket(wauld obtain needed r'esoUrcts 4 technical
\

ekpertise at'no cost. The,short-terM opportunities could be useful for

completing specific. smaller projects or tostart up loilg-term effortS.

The media sub-option has been developed because'of thepneedsexpreSsed for

better communication between scientists and,journalists in order to increaSe-

public understanding of scientific and-technological issues. In'the public

4 1
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meetings, several expressed cOncern over the decline iwtthe number of full-

time science writers on national newspapers, and urged expanded contacts

between the 'scientific community alad the media,'particiilarly television:

The proposedprogram,' which would bring the scientist and engineer into.

media organizations and/or schools of journalism would be geared to \

alleviation of these concern's.

.0ne result of the Associate program beyondthe'actual-wotk,accomplisbed

would be the value:, to the Associate. Thb experience inter public service

or media organization could have a multiplier effect: a rewarding exPeriente

f, '

would be transmitted to the Associate'S Colleagues, and might entourage an

'Associate to develop a long-term commitment to such work after returning to

hiss original position.

Potential Problems: NSF does not foresee any major disadvantages to the

National Associates program.

Some potehtfal problems might be seen in Connection with the term oRtivh.

At the BoSton meeting, Peter Clark, Executive Director of the Center for

Energy Policy, stated that the biggest problem in finding expertassistan0

was to obtain it for short periods of time. 'While the grants, would alleviate

the high Cost of short -term personhel, it might still not produce a solution

to the problem pointed out by Clark and others:. that there is no stockpile ,

of people available -on a month or two basiS to do an in -depth scientific

piecelof work.
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Implementation and Timing: 'The cost for each Associate funded is estimated

at $25,o0p. This figure.is based on recent NSF statistics showing the 1974

' .! median annual.silary fpr dOctoral scientists and engineers was $21,900; for

Masters'degree holders; $19,400.: for bachelors', $18,800. With some allowance
rot A

,for inflation-, and including,an_xpense stipend of $1,900, this should be

/
sufficient. In the first year:consideration could be given to

between 5 and 10Associites in the national competition, a total of

$250,000(.. Anywhere from310 to 24 grants for short -term efforts could be

.

given as wells Assuming a 3-month tenure, the cost of each would be about

$6,500. If 20 are given, the total cost would, be $130,000. Theyimplementa=

tin of a separate metiia program could be deferred until the second year,

with first year applicants eligible to'elect to work with the medill,

non-profitgroups or regional, state: or local government. agencies.
.
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OPTION: .II4TERNIP PROGRAM FOR SCIENCE ND OGINEEiING UNDERGAMUME AND
*r.

GRAUATATUDENTS A

DRAFT
go.

"-,,,

DestOptioh f Program Option: NSF Could

universitiesties to pro:vide undergraduate and
-

',Students, an opportunity to work on po) dy
4

4 ,

support programs -in colleges and':
91,

graduate science and engineeririg

issues in pukic interest groups,
P.* ,

'and the media. --%
: ..

.

Ari NSF-sponsored internship program would .,.,

'4440

4

1
* - . 0.

assist ip the placement of science. and engineering ,students in
'as

1

.4

nonprofit citizens organizations to/work part-time on related.
-

Ittublic policy issues Ourimg. the acadeniic -year;

off,pr lectures ,iltuest -speakers and sktminars on,, government. and

(

...

te,

public offal rs , and media - related ski 1 11 tb eni-ol 1 edetudents -.as .

an adjunct to the. prractical work exeerience;V
.

pub) ish papers resul'Ang from.the'students' internship work..

it
* 4

The program could also be des4gad t9 involve'stildents from comunicatione-

and journalism scho n training and educational frograms 'aimed at

improving their,uhderst

and thin- their al;Li 1 ity

410.
Sumer Stipends: Anoller,compoltEnt Oftthjs program would be to provide

, -.
cientific and techn.ollical

S'

concerns

makinitate them.
44.

gralits, to undeuc:duate andAraduate students of science and engineering

fqr "summer (3. months) work in public interest orgiza tions) or the edia.
. .

.
These grants would, be- :in the form of .a. small' stipend to ena6le studeftts 'to

, participate. Some rU$ments for the program Tight include: 4

I
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... .

. prior assurance that the st4den wilTlie undtakirig work' in an
i .

. ' . .

NI

area relate) to their fdelds within the public Rolicy. setting.; ;)

'I
, . '

...

respontibility for obtaining. the suMmer employment would be that
--. .

% bfstuderits, lifthen apply for the stipend;

AN4f46.1.
4 -a paper or product of some kind showfWg results of the. r's,

, .---`5
activity. . IP

..

..There are various models of programs no` underway.which enable students to

f.gailopracticai.experience while earning degrees_ Examples` include American

versity's,Washin6ton SemeSter.Program inwhich undergraduate students
4

.

.

in,Federal agencies or congrRssional offices, and attend seminars and
tri

res for celegecredit.

presehted suggestions for" the SFC program, some examples

,-..1 of media undertakings were provided. Theiienner-Gren Foundation, 4nd.the
.

.

.

..-4
- . . .

Russell Sage FourVdatibn have funded medianternships for science students.
.0., . .

The Mass Media Intern Program of AAAS, supported by NSF and*the Russell Sage

.
. a.../.:".

,., 'Foundatibn llows up ti15 graduate students in the social and natural
.

.

. 1.

, ,

.
,

. sciences to spend a-symmer ds inteR'sreporters, production assistants or

One

414 4' researchers in th*various media organizations.

Needs Addresseth ../mt

41,

-- I SI;
number' of S;g participan s spoke of the need for increasing-cOmmunication

.

scientificbetween the, scientific co Un,ity and the public'who-of,tentimes have difficulty
. .

unaersAndin6 each-other:, It s suggested thaiojf sci'd engineering
gg

encean..
. , . .. . . .

la.' students were to become involved in'the public policy process, there would .

. ,

be iffilpro4ed levels of communication as they continued tilejr careers. Several

I
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,Iaarticipants suggested that if scienodiend engineering students were in-
,

volved'in public interest science activities at an early stage of their

. career they would remain committed to similar activities after they received

'their degrees!. '

v.*

Ms. Wendy Weisman-Dermer, formerly with the AAAS Program, said, at the-

Atlanta meeting that ,in addition to assisting the students, an under-

, standing of information lisseminatik about public affairs; "participating.--

-media also benefit from the presence of people with social and natural

science-knowledge and skills." .Dr. Martin'Topper, Assistant Professor of

AntOrOpOlo'gy at SMU, who proposed expansion and continuation Of media

o
Internships, viewed them as "an attempt to 'increase the awareness of

scientists ana newsmen as to the value i4hicii each group has for the either."'/
,

He stated ?it would also be cp#cted_tnat aniffternihip of three months'

4-

duration Auld be suffitient fdr theintern to acquire some basic skillS
_ A

(use of various media) as well."
.0 ow

Other.potenti41 advantageS of.1 'program of this kind ,is' that if journalism

students become involved, perhaps more would consider scile reporting as

a career or,"ai a minimum; be'aided in their reportorial capacities. Addilr

0

tieinally, by providing, tudents an opportunity to Work withOu4blic interest

ti SO°

geo s, these groUPA-would be recei.ving free assistance from Reopie

know] dgeableabout sci#ntific matters. A few Organizations'Said that the .

. t

student interns who currently worked for theM:were a very valuable resourcev

:that they possessed up-t6-date information' and worked ethusiasticallY.'

,4 I 5.

4
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Potential Problems:

:Part time woitwed

Oajor opportunities

4 I

DRAFT

-.- ,

. .

ssummer .jobs.often tend'Ao be of- a clericaivature, without

for .substatttit.contributions and programs wouldWile- .
t

t"
to be carefully drawntto ensure agat'nst this.

There might also be skepticisn on the part of faculty advisors-who view

sug participation as related to completion of a degree and.rrouid tt'erefore.

discourage participation. Wendy.Weisman-Dermer alludecto this in.her

Atlanta statement when she told of the first planning.meeting on'the AASA

program !It,isimprth, noting that the Committee members fered tkat faq :
first rate. natural science students"Would be, interested in gtv:ing up a '

. summer of research endeavors in favor'of a journalistic experience, and

that even feWer flKiltyaaisars would encourage them to do so. However,

six out of the, ten 1975 interns ILA from the natural sciences. Most of

a,

them received enthusiastic'endorsement 'from.their faculty advi5ors, arid

a

all felt that thli eiperiece4igs an invaluablelio'that would help -them in .

the future whether`they put-sued academic'or non-aisadentic careers."

.
r

Another potential problem ifrthat the nu,bersof students benefitting from

the programs would be small unless thesprogram model were duplicated else.:,..i.1,16

where.

Implementation and Timing:

,

4

One ,or two pilot tnternship programs could'be funded a.ecolleges and uni-

versities during4-,the /tar of the Science for Citizens Prograni.,

funds were made available to programs with omOing worOstudycomponents

a

11
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. I,

4erdisciplinarj/-studies involvi-ng public affairs anclr scientific

concerns, mpr1 rapid implementation of "the,progiarteniight be achieved. A

compone,nt. of

assist)ance,

. a program.

these allot prbgrams would be the preparation of technical

training and demonstration

These could Be proifided tp

.

means ,of starting 4ew progisgms..

material* concerned -with settirig

other icademic'institutions asa

.0

These pilot efforts could itund.up'to 10 students, at a total cost of

$50,000 fort-six--month 'program, If the suirrer grant program were impiementL

VP

perhaps 25 such grants cOuT.d,be-giveri through. a nilicinal competition .-itt the

:first ypar it a cost of $45,100.

An alternative method of funding the program would be to implement it.through

theState-based centers described elsewhere in thts report.

V
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OPTION: ESTABLISHMENT OrA NATIONAL CLEARINGHOUSE WITH REGIONAL BRANCHES
4.

Destriplon of Program Option: NSF,woulddestablish.a'NatiOnal Clearing-
,

house to serve as a cdhtral repositor(of major works bearing -on public

policy issues.' It would be designed to meet the expressed nedsor access

to research, information and materials relitlng to such public policy
,

,

issues. It would also be designed to assure the widest possible Compilation

and fzation of existing research, Wormdtion, and other materials through.

providing activergand anticipatory as well as responsive services. (7

.

The central repository-would include selectedinaterials from NSF and *
g

other Federal,agencies,and organizations outside the goverriment.that

generate research, and other materials related to major public policy,

issuet. NTIS microfiche could,also be selected for incluion in the
.

repository. a

The diaringhoLise would take whatever steps necessary to assure the .

41

ready access to federally funded research reports and directions relating

to informatidn and other resources.

The Clearinghouse would provide infbrmation dissemination services,

'drawing in part-upon the development and compilation of new and existing

. .°

materials as deicribed ersewhere in the option cdncerned with .media

'
programs. Newly.. toped materials'suchas the "California Issues"

.

media package, merit* in the summaries, could be included in such a

repository 04 distribution center. As anadjunst to this. NSF would.

4

1.

.
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provide fufids to the Educational Resources rnkmation Genter (ERIC)

or other existiflg audio- visual replbsitbries to build up an -inventory of.

audio-visual materials related to public policy issues. Lists of available

materials could6e widely disseminated. Audio- Pisual materials would be
.

loaned free of char e in hardship cases, or else couid be rented for nominal

s% r. Russ GuestM Rs Gt of the
.

Denver Community Video Center was one of
rr.' ...

several who noted the eed for bettgr access to audib-visual mater 1

, - .

Needs Addressed: 5 of the wide range of needs addresseiiby this option

were 1 tified by Dr. artin Topber,.Assisgant Professor ofIvAnthupology
, r

at Souther .Methodist 6 iversity,,when he recommended that scienii information
1

-
centers

';,if1,'''
ouses be.established, noting the scattered state of

,
,: : 0

scienti itiVr'..11 16gical kzpicledge in the gig. -Dr. M: Wilcox,

Professdr of Mechanical Engineering at SOuthern Methodist University also

,o
bad urged that NSF

%
Act as a clearinghouse for informlion. He spetified %

:.

,-

'that.particular attention should be directed to the information needs of
,-4, .-

1 oca V and state public bodies, that such a xlearirighouse dispersenews

of technical and scientific programs to state 4.1ad local goveAments, an-d,\
,

that it' provide technical andscientific infor;ation on public policy
.

.

issues.00r. Harry steveqs, wlo..sogkie on behalf ,of Representative Mamas

Mahoney at the Bostpn hearings underscored the need'fai- the sort of science-'
,,

. .
. .

resource netiork and in
,,,

fOimational
4

01

seryites which national andr7gional
. ,

clearflighouse9 would addkss. #. .

4
F

s

4/ .. a; i. i' /
Charles 0. OVerAerger.ond Alvin F. Zander,, Vice President id-Assatiate

(,-fir .

,.Vice Prt elildent for Research 'of the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor,

`k11,414

1
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,Michigan suggested that the IF program serve as a source of information

about where answers on crucial public policy issu can be 4tained.

. Patricia A. Porter., Assistant Legislative Coynsel, Legislature of the

United States, Virgin Islands,and Gino Crocetti, Ph.D.ltandidate in

Public Policy at the Union Graduate School,submitted a joint statement

in which**they noted that there is a wealth of infOrmation available in-

public sources and especially in government reports and files that would,

.
have great utility for many public policy issues and discussions, both

national and local. They noted that front the point of view of most local

groups, and even many scientists and engineers, this information is

effectively rionegistent,. They suggested that the SFC program establish

\.tw.

a mear4Of making such informatift available.

Mr. James E. Guinan of Maryland spoke of the need not only for greater

Js

access to pr'inted materials, but urged that free distriba'tion of

14 scientific research repo s to citizens be -prOvided under t he SFC program.

lr. Gutmanciftentioned"tha in order to serve intelliiintly on several-
*

serve
.,

local and regional co, ttees, of which he is-a member, it is imperative,

that Vhave
.

ready access to a variety of Federal research reports. .Few

.

.
.

are in the publIt library and lie are available for general circulaion.
. 1

.., .

In his view acquiring them through NTIS would be prohibitively expensive.

Potediial Problems: Clearinghouses which serve as information wepositories' ,

ar*oltvide referral and information dissemination 'services are not always
lot 4 '

weld run, well 'publicized, or well utilized. Suqiessoof such efforts also.
. .

. .* depenOs on the ability of those with responsibility for the overall operation:

S

11-45
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to estaplish and maintain the closest of working relationships with the /
=

other .agelicies, organizations, And groups engage in performing functions

or providing services which relateto those provided by the clearinghOuse:

'The national clearinghouse Nould need to estabiish relationships with other

Federal level and national resources if the subsequent establishment of

regional science service centers serving as regional clearinghouse's are

to be on sound footing. Close working relationships would be established

with the National Referral Center of the Science and Technology Division

of the Library of.Congress. Funds could be allocated to the National

erral Center to handle the demandOkfor referral servttesgenerated !pi,*

(Ithe SFC program.

Close workingirelationshps or cooperative arrangements would be

established with major public and private sector information retrieval

dissemination, technology transfer, technical a5sistance,' and referral

services, e.g., EPA, ORNL, FEAARDA, NIH,.USDA Extension Service, VISTA,

and the Engineene'ng and, Management Technology Extension System for Oklahoma

(an funded project at Oklahoma State University). Liaison should also

be established with major related efforts of national public interest groups

and professional societies, organizations, and associations. These include
.

,

the,Model Interstate Science and Technology Information Clearinghouse(MISTIC) 4

t of the Committee,on Science .and Technology of the National Conference of .

,..
.

.

State Legisla'tures(a .project funded.by the Office of Intergovernmental Science

Program of N$¢, receiving funds from a half dozen Federal agencies).; the

c Pennsylvania Technical Assistance Program of the Pennsylvania State University;

,:r
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. the Public-Interest Economics Foundation; the Center f4 Science in the. .

Public Interest; the American,Association for the Advan9ement of Science;

the Commission fort Advancement of Public Interest OrganizatiOns,

Assbciation of Voluntary Attion Scholars; the Biophysical Society; ,nd
. .

Volunteers in Technical Assistance (VITA); as well as other organilations

and associations.

Many persgas noted the 'need for coordination and fullest possible utilization
5 s

of existing resources These included Peter Smith, President, Society for

Technicallitommunicatiokt Washingtot400r. C.'who urged that existiwg,networks
,

of those concerned with the communication of scientific and technical

knowledge be fully taken into account in the design and implementation of the

program. William J.liprgis, Jr., Director, 'Commonwealth of Virginia, Virginia

Institute of Marine Science, Gloucester Point similarly spoke of the need for

.the SFC program to be coordinated with existing programs. He particularly

cited Marine Advisory programs, the Department of Agriculture Cooperative

Extension Program and other Federally sponsored programs which have provided

technological education or information to the public for a number of years.

. .

Charles F. D'Agostino, Director, Louisiana Technology Transfer Office, Office

of 'the Governor, suggested.that theSU program offer a- referral system to

pass on informationto participants and urged that NSF coordinate efforts with

state and local science:and technology agencies, and complementthe program

with a listing of other Federal. science and technology. programs to ,assure

fullest possible utilization of existing reources..

,



J

AFT
Implementation and Timing: NSF could use its in-house information retrieval

and dissemination services of RANN Document tenter in establishing a

National Clearinghouse. One regional bi-anch could_be established within the

first year of operation with others to be added in the following year.
L

(See Regional Science Sgrvice.Center for a description of such regional

branches:

First year funding, if existing NSF in-house services are used, would be

50,000. The-,establishment of one regional branch in the first year

wou be between $100,000 and $290:000 depending upon whether an exi -sting

information repository served as the basis. (See discussion of clearing-

house component in the Regional Science ervice`Eenter option:) Fifty 1

.
thousand dollars would be spent inapie first year of the SFC vogram to

.
develop and implement.a plan for making such Federal research reports

and directions more readily accessible through mail, lending libraries

or the distribution of microfiche in conjunction with NTIS, National

Reference Center and/or other means-
41.

Total first year funding for.the National Clearinghouse Branch, including

funding iiirected toward making' Fedgra) reports and directions'more accessible,

would be between $400,000 and $500,000. (depending .upon whether or hot.the.

,Regional Clearinghouse was established using an existing information'

. repository as a basis).

.

I
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'OPTION: ESTABLISHMENT OF REGIONAL CENTERS

DRAFT

NSF.would support the. establishment of regional resource centers. There

are several suggested models for the establishment of such centers. Two

which seem to warrant consideration a're:

' 1) Regional Science Service CenterS
7-

2) Regional Issues Centers

REGIONAL SCIENCE SERVICE CENTERS

Description of Program Sub-Option

1,

Regional Science Service Centers would be established to serve in part

as information clearinghou'ses from which any persons mho)vished could

obtain information, research-related materials, and other materials con-
,

cerned with relevant 'issues and problem areas. Such centers would serve

as a means'of coljectihg as well as generating 'and disseminating such

materials. The materials collected would include Ate generated by

government as well as non-Overment entities.

The centers would also serve as a place where individuals or groups might^44/

seek teceical assistance or related expert servicesokreferraT to such'

-

e
services and expertise. Aspects of ttie services and actvities provided

\

by the enters would b'modelled after the Agricultural Extension Servir
.

,
.. .

.

and the non-profit group VITA (Volunteers.in,I.Technical'AssAfance).

4 4

A 410

Regional Science Service Centers would provide services and activities .

,

'that would include:

4 Serving as a regional branch of theliational Clearinghouse

,

I.

described.els.ewhere: This would include serving as a_reposftory'of information,

.

and materials'concerned withkocal, regional,,national ,and global policies

14w
,-.%

and problems and with. resources and approaches that can be brought to bear

i

-. .

--I
..
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tO resolve policy issues and problems. Informational 'and other materials
-44116,-

concerning the centers' services and programs could be actively, disseminated

through Rxisting organizatiOns,and institutions, and vio media publicity
Ik

campaignI.

Maintaining a collection of existing rosters and stAblishing.
4

a new roster of individuals and arganizationswilling to provide services .

.
.

on a pro bono, expensesor reduce'd fee basi's to citizens or citizens'

groups,
. .

groups, public interest groUps 'or public -officials concerned with public
,. ,_

. . $.\. _
policy issues. ,(Sep the option on the establishment of registries for

further details.), '

4
.\

9 Providing referral sbrvices,where appropriate. The pos.wibiljfy

would be explored of providing funding to the National Referral Center
.2 .

.

of the Libraryof Zongress'o provide additional staff to gather informa-
AP

tipn cOncerning.regional-resources and torspond to regional inquiries
.4. -

regarding resources and information avaiLablie regionally and nationally.

j. Providing technical assistance services by telephony as well

, `.

as outreach: approaches, utilizing volunteers and- interns Or associates

.

to provide such services.- (See intern-associates options for further

descriptia of Ah'atOption.) ,
-

1!
,

.

.

1! .

o SponSoring workshops; forums and conferences ,in col labor

with the National SFC.program. Some would'address local" andliko'nal

concerns identified locally and regionally and some would-address

nati onal and glolal concerns. (See the optior concerning forums,

workshopii, and conferences for further details.)

; .

Holding hearings annually'to provide an opportunity to citizent

and citizent' grpups and,others toyouice their views concerning the

,
11 50
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overalli$FC prograth and to identify issues to be addressed, suggett new

program initiatives'and participate in a two -way dialogue with officials

overseeing the NSF/SFC program.
-,AP.

Needs Addressed: The Regional cience.Servce Centers would rppond-toi

a.range of needs identified by participants in the SF.0 planning Process., 1.

One such was for a network life that'of the agricultural extension.programs
.

which:would provide for the transferring of scientific and technical.

information to citizens. Robert W. Kaufman, Director-, Western Michigan
N-. ,.. f .

University,. Institute ofPublic Affairs, Kalamazoo, Michigan% was aMOng
! ./

those expressing the need for-such a network,
.

. . ; .

t
. ,

onal Science Service Centers would also address needs cited by others
I .

s a means fr transferring scliptific and technical information to local

decision.makers, and planning and citizens'Aroups.
.-

Patricia Meier, an educational specialist and a director of a pilot program

in SoUthern Maryland, designed to provide 'such infogation services, also.

4r

spoke'of the need to providesitizens the informat4p they want and crf- the

need to open up avenues of communication and information among local

organizatio14 and resources,

.

1Wonal'6cience.Service CdhterSflwould house files of ref erendes abouts-
.

solutions 4qmilar problems and engage in jeveloping arcoOrdinating

provision'of' information and resousces for similar technical-programs.

The Centers-would also s'et'up programs on issues and problems. They'

- ,

4.4
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.

*.;
v

..
e

;'

follow *similar approach tdtnaloof' the non - profit group VITA (Vol teers
. ,

' 6 .. . ii. ',. '...
. in 4.chniCal Assistance). Dr. Susa4 Hadden 'of the Southern Center dr,

4 ,..no

Studies dtudiesin Public Policy (thei: uthern Center -A an autonomous ,bo sif of
.""--.

Clark Univerlioty) and Joseph k. Barreca of J.aybird Information, Reptiblic,
. . . f ,,,

ttshington4fAd been-among those suggesting suCh ,approaches. .
.

44°-7

The Rigional Sqieharerv ice Centers would be adtiressing the same types of
,

Feeds in quite similar ways to thOe 'suggested by Arnold-M. Hotwitch, .

.. 00,
Center-for the Humarrities, Arizona State 'Urrintglsity, Tempe, Arizona.. The 4"

.Suggestio were drawn from his letter and a proposal developed.by a group

classmei and gradpate students. The Centers descilbed in this
It.

p posal would bekinvolyed in assimilating, storing, rittrieving, and

'dissern.inatiorsctentillciad technological 'iti'fbrmation:.re,lexant to is-sutiti.
is- , k -

t 1'0ublic concern that involve Z-cience'and technology.: These issues would'
.

, - -*
,

'span the gamut of local, state, regional and rational issues. The
.

.
. K--

Regional- Olters,des(ribed -here would also involve iss'u of global 'scope
to

t_

, PBtent'ial Problems:- Th,axPense of providing regional centers is high;
, .

... requiringetond-termcdrrimitnent cif ay/iable -fuilds. Care would need to be
. ; -. ,

. , - II

.taken that such centers pay' off "by providing-the highest quaItty oft. .

' ' 1 * . .

.services, arid' activities to meet the needs of those served. Close working'.

,. ita. -'' ' , 4
established

V

relation,ships would 'need to be established with Federal as well as public\

and private sectorotganizations engaged in providing some of the same
.

types of services and 'activities that-Ahe.Regional' ServiCle Centerfitouid
1 -1

,
lirbvidesnr this way coordination and collaboration would mfnimize any ,.

r

4nnecessary.duKicatiorl of efforts._.

!... , .

t
f

**L.,

/44
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Implementation and Timing: Over a.three-Aar period; betweep Seven to

- 4 ,

ten centers could be established. different geogra POcal areas of the'

United Stated providing'coVerage to the continental United .States and

,A
Alaska., Hawaii, arif PiLerto Rico. One

.

such center would be istablished

....0. . 0

ih the. first year ona pilot basis: If the R44onal Service Center

.

-,is 6 Arve as a egion4branch of'.0 national clea*g4Q4.its establj!sh-
_.- t , . , .1k171'

ment would begin as soon after tvestabl4shmerit of a national cleari.nghouse
,

1
4,.......4-

'as possible.... 4

6

,. Alks. k
. . i4/ ,:The tunding of the clearinghouse component of each,serVice center wculd,'

.

o

, ,,,_

be betwee $100,000 and $200,000 in the first year of operation depending
,4

upon whettler or not an rxisOng information' repository Cou14.be found to
, v ,

serve as die ,basis for this fgoii op. These Iturt *foul d i ncludeAnqpi es

A e iti
for the generation, Co laiebn, coi.lgti1 on and dissemi,nation of

4

materials. -Funding leve of. $25,000 for, each regional center for the

P
maintenance.of rosters' and collection of existingTosters would be

provided. Funding in the amount of $25,000 for each regional senter.

could be p;vided for one and-onethalf to two persons to'serve.a2S'staff-

r 4

;

for re-f<120/ services.
. 2

. .4

Such.funding Might be.given directly to the National Referral Center of

the library of Congress to pay, for providing referral services on a

regtial .batit. Funding in the amount of SO,000 for.a pilotyprogram would -

provide tel eplione as well as outreacktechnicaliiiipt Ce services.

le "

utilizing,1,7serwrces of volunte%rs. Funds would, be earmarked primarily.
O

41,
. .

O

t.
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foradministrative.s4lices to,run'this program. Funding in the amOat

of $50;000 a'year would be provided regional center for work,

'shops, fo'rums, and conferences. :Total.fundingforeath Regional Sdience

4

Service Centerwould be between 4250,0000g $350,000,AependinCupon*
whither or not an existing,informaton repository serVe&as,the basis

for thecAlringhouse component. 0

4,
.

'REGIONAL ISSUES CENTERS

Description of Program Sub-Option t
A number' of centers' would,be established on a regional basis,isuch as in

I
the New Englah4 pr midwestern states. Their major pyrpose would be to

.

undertake'research'and di§seminate informationon public policy issues,
0 P 1.

of specific reOlional concern. ,Suggested tasks for these centers,are:
s;. -N_ _ _ ' ____ . _

's serving, as a" mechanism for bringing together-sclikists, mo

7 engineers, citizens and public poli6makers on research .projects

involving iss* of regional concern; such as off-ihore drilling, power

plant,siting;

.

-.c $ organ,izing wf9r4khops- and confgrences;

,

. servi
f.
ag as a clearinghouse for disseminating

,\

informational`
'

, .

.

materials to interested individuols and organizations;

llitaishing a resource infomation system on specific topic/

available totivdividualsand'organ zatrons.

These centers would be'established by a qualified applicant after a

competitive proposal p rocedure. Theycould be set up through ' 0,

11-54 -
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4

an exiitfing established entity such 8 a university or a non-profit
,

institu,tion. Amo4 the reguirement9-fot establishing a center. would
.

,. . . 14

be:
..

.f-'

.- ,

.. . 4'
...

J 'evidence. of 15arti ci pation and. support on a' regional ,basit. of

`interested organizations, indjiidlials and public officials";
0

advisorY-board'of scientists and engineers, institiAtionar

. . .
_

administrators and members of the public responsible, for determining theadministrators
e7

,

-,.......,../

priority of projects uniirtakpn, assuring balanced presentation of views
0 f .

.

,

.

in research projects and forums, and providing direction to the center's

cleariRghouse functions.

NIA

.
Needs Addresied: The centers would provide a`source of information-where IP,

members of the public, publieintirest organizatio41, ald regional govern-

.\ mental officiIts could obtain' information on relevant issues. Many of- f .

the policy issues related to scientific and technolo9icat'concerns revolve'
,

.
around issUeS'irrespectiVe Of State boundaries and haVe /egional impliCa-

.

. tions. 'DecisiOns, bey' one state government in these areas!directlieffeet
l

r

those of its Neighbors, and'rebiNal approaches /Po problemisolving,a4L
.

k

" . w

v Mehra-kg increasingiy,
:

important., _ J. \

, ,

A *.... . ,

.g '.4
pe ,

4

Several examulfts of the activities dof'b ad-based regional groups were r

.
, i

.

. ,

I ..
. .,,

-presentiO at the SFC.public meetings. In Denver, Reed Kelley described ,

, .. :

, .
. -- ;,-

,.,.. .

the Rocky:Mkuntain tehter on Environment (ROMCO, which ':places- part4cular -. '!-

. i'

,

.Y , . Ilk. 4_1'.

' emphalis on the impartae of including' local, andWillenS, in
t

' Al.. - - A

,
,Y. , dr.

conjunction With technital-personnel; in'the decision-4aking.prOcess.
,

..-

ROMCO is,guided by a thirty-member Board of'"Directors comOose d of regional

readers in bus. inet4, indus.trY, gove7 rnment, academic institutions, and,:
r i

_ . .

11-$3 . 14,
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f.

fi . .

io. (,)

A ,..

tbetnvironmental movmlent-, all of whoT have in .common' the concernlor

%. ..

'the environment of thelocky Mountain States." °kg's:activities,

he pointed out, are dtrec;ed at practical,Oresults-Wiented work, in
,

.
. , ,

such areas as the effect 'of coar deveropment'in the Northern Great.
-

,

DRAFT

Ofte'of the roles which these typet of centers might play is to meet tht

needs of?pUbrffinterest organizations for informatir. Perry Ha nstein
.

deicribed the benefits of his Organization aS' follows: "....There an

.
,

important role.to be played by organizations such is the New Englan

Natural Resource Center, which are professional and focus on public;
...

policy issues in pra vays, but atothe same time service the in-
..

i.

-formation needs of ci izen organiaatiOns. Rganizations such as the
.

center can be' used as/umbrella organizations with administrative
_ -

.

wabilities to do projects thatjnydlve a,number of scientists,
140 .

citizen g roups, end, individuals.' ,They can also be d to review

-

potential problem% o help.in.defining spec
, .

reavwhere

,

detailed work involving citizen groups would.be most fruitful. In a

se organizations such the tenter can serve as a cabinet,for

citizen groups."

i,,,

Potential Problems: Needed Widespread support on a regional basis for,

..such a center may-proye to be a .difficult task. A determiTtion would
.

i

haVe to'be made whether to establish such centers -on long-term basi*, 1,
.

or proOde funding for a limited number of rtarch, orkshop and .
,,

.

diSSeminatign actif.itiAu, for a shorter-, term. '' In addition, some of the

.
0

.

,

!Pk

a ,

S,

4
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centers'actiVities
/

also iolicate'clearinghouse gforts of the

other.Sk pctiv-ities.descrited in this report'.

fns .

, .

Implementation and 11/ming: Assuming that an existing ebtity 'would be the

recipient Of this program' option and thus cover potential overhead costs,

(We center could be funded on a pilot basi5, at atlevel ,of $75,000'

4

.

4,

V.

4
$

4,

hy

41.
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OPTION: 40RUP4i, CONFERENCES, AND WOliiSHOPS

11
. ,

Description of Program Option: NSF would sponsor'foruMs, confefences,'°.

1. . ., .
.

nd workshops on pablic,policy issues involving significant Weptific

DRAFT

_

technol-'Ogical concerps.

-These forums, conferences, and workshops would be an important follow=up

to..th4',retings held to discusotPe'SFC program. they Cbuld'facilitate

divectito4unication and provide opportunities for exchanging infOrmation,

th being key-aspects of the 5Fc' stated objectives. Informational

materials, reportsAnd suminaries'of workshops, etc ; would provide an

.

important means of atsdring maximum impact oT these forums, conferences,

and workshdps.

The option' would be implemented by utilizing a combination of rogram

techniquet. These include:

F6nding forums and conferences at the national level 'focused on
,.

.,
national and/otiglobal problems .

... - s'

. ' fueding,fordms'aed confTrences at the regiOna) level focosedft.on

.
,

natiOnaligibbal.and regi'onaljlocal problems .
. .

.

' Funding natton:r:Ornhops'inveving scienijsts
. . f

epgirie/rs
t.. ,..

from within and outsillg the Federal,Goyernment ncerned with
mr .

... -' -

-. , the'stateof-the-aitt with respecili
.speci.ric

policy issues or .

..

4 .rie

proPlerp. areas, e.g..pardnogenic liealth hazards nuclear' safety,

.

f .,
.

.
solar energy and'other alternative energy. sources'

, 11.
.. .. Funding workshop opportunities for Federal policpmakerond program

'
r



C

implementors, and scientist

the Federal Government, and

citicens, grou

to engage in a dialogue on

co..4..

0

s and engineers from whin and outs ide

for all Others, including conCerhed
-,

ps, professional KSociations: etc.,.

specific topics and to address matters

. r

involving resolution of policy

problems.

. 0

Formats for, the conferences that coul

s anVthe solution

be strdng

of societal

.

*
4

tonsidered in-elude

the format used in the 197# Club of RomehUniversity of Houston oeeting.
.

. .

. ,
. . ,

,
,

. .

The World Future Society Energy' Conference and Congresses provide other

modelsthat, could also be use for conferences funded, under the SFC pogram.-

: .

A conference formdeou a so be used involving two panels, the first,

, t

bei_m_teChnical infts orientation; the second involving those concerped

'
with.integrifing leSntcal information Olith Iplicy decisions: .this

.,

.

second panel, which. would'be Cross-disciplinary, would include' =representatives

. , .

abed ipri,iate sector agencies as well as teebnIcal
, ., ,, .

expel-ts. 'Mr. Alan Eadwig-wit the Forum for Advancementof.Stddents in,

1, - , . .
, .

Scieboe and Technology suggested the forpiationlf conferences along'such lines.

'a

from various Over

Another suggesti as; that wor designed'in a similar t:Ip §tage way

k
could be beld pribr-to conferences

'V

,
; .

Topics for national forums, conferences4.and workshops'could birdeteeMinft
.

. .

.-.,'

at-the national 1.evel)and would include conscderati(on.of the inputs of
. - -

'these-contributing to the planning of the SFC program aril consultation with
.

. .
. 4 : , y

an julhoc or voluntaty advisgry group, topics for regibnal foruMs, con-

ferenCesand worksAps could be determined at the regional and locallevels: .

,

."
*



111,1

. . , ' I 8
,.. . .

.,
.

,
. A.

yrofessiona4 societies-and national public interest organilations would
) .6,

',be asked to suggest speakers and panel members, and to tompilf'lists of)/
. ,

potential Attendees. 'The of ma0.ng`arravgements for meetings.

i .

at'the national level could 1..), handled by contract. the ---,SFC.program

.

Kuhl also cobydinate'this activity with other imterestedFederal agencies,
r

such.as ERDA-, FEA,, EPA, NIH, etc.

The proceedings or summaries** the proceedings of conTerCences, forums

andwgrkshobs, could be published. ,Dissemination through orofessiOriatl /

. . iv
ii,

societies and public interest organiution6, asrweIl as :throu,gh the clearin --

. .

house mechanism and regional'and/orlstate based centers outlined in other

options could also be undert4en ,: .Dissemination could also be effelted
.

. .

. ,

throug),media programs such -as those putlined in the media option.-

, 3
,

Needs Addressed: This ci-iiti,ar7rpspond's to a Wids range of,needs )itnCruding

.
needs expres's60 by Glor*4 Glissmeyel, Assistant Professor of Engli'sh,

* '" '.California State University at Chico,- who saw the SFC program "as helping
_

g

pepple determine wh'at'our.critical clioices,are and providing them an

initiative for sitting down together :and'identiOU'ying issUes and deyelbping.

.
.,..

strategies'for'raising us tb a level of successful coping with those issues.'
.

i

, * 1
.A.rpost.das need -identified by Perry Hagenstein of the New Eng#and Natural,:

1

Resource er,dt the'Boston hearing', is the-holding of conference workhopS

,.thit could contribute Significantly.bythe development of public understanding
-

of p u b s policy issues having scientific and technical aspects'., 'At the,
4..

1 same fiearinir-,-- Fritz Petersohn of the New England Section,of the American

Congress on Surveying, and Mapping expressed his view-that.NSF should support
r ,

11-60
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efforts to establish avenues of communication tn4ugh which contact between

variots groupS can be inaugurated. To carry this At, helLugggted,among,

herthings,,tha t tnterdisciplinary meetings be held.,/lti. Patricia Mahcr,

irector of, a pilOt PrograM to .provide scientftc and teciriCal information

to loca cision making,lanning, and,citizens'groups in Southern Maryland,

exPress4d her view Ihat NSF s'hould suppor( me*tings and workshops tynere
.

scientists and engineers could, meet with citizelQ to-discuss local or

regional itsues as dell' as issces .of brbad national scope.

. t.

Similar 'reeds were expresp2149by George ke of the G. Ei ,Burke Company

at the Denver hearings, 'ir: Burke felt-that under the auspices of the F-C

..

'program seminai rs should "held in wnich all types of people could ire brought t
. .

. .

: '

1.

togetner=-business, orofessionals;,and consw-ers. Through such seminars ,,.--

. ,
. -,_

.

, i ..

providinghe saw the prdgram as truly reflecting conensus of,the citizenry, providing
'440-

fl'',a4mixing. of those With oractical theoretical orientations. ,

,I
,

1,,,

The programodtJon could also be responsiie to the heeds expressed by, John
. 4fr .

Bermeuler, Joiliversity ,student speaking'at th'e De hearing. He felt\tg.,

most university cla9e7 are riot activity oriented- 'thA 440h2ps are

needed in s,chool.$ which stress tne ;Jractical apolicati s of,theary. .n 4
1

, -
,

.
. ,

Addressing this need tne forums, workshops, and conferences could stress
t

.., . 1 , , ,

7 ...

inclusikeof studenxs 8S
s.

participarAs, and educational instiAutions:could be.
,:

encouraged tp 3rovide cos l credit.for pa'rkioation as well..as;f0. related

7

4 course work 'that could be undertak.en'in :IonneLt.ion with such rvietingS.

101
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Pdtential Problems: TN re has been considerable s sionment.on t he
.

`Part of many individuals with conferences and workshops. Such meetings

. .
are seen.' by many as "wheelspinsing" exercises with few specific res

The conferences and workshops that would be conducted; under this option
r'

ii.

Would need tO b well planned so that the time of those attending and

the resources invested are not wasted.

Implementation and Timing

N
.

The funding for national level forums andftconferences'wouldbe $50,000,

for the first year. 96national leveHFonference tOver a range of nat ional

ari(global problems uld be held in he first year:

The fupdiFlg for farOts,and conferences,to be held regionally, focusing an

national'andiglobal as wtli as regional and local problemS, would be 25,000.
.

.

This Would represent pilot funding for use by one regibn in the'first.year

of,operW-bn.

Four national level workshops and, one Qational dhd:one regional conference 4
. .

,'foci ilig on.a range-of topic:, would be held during the first year. At

.. 0
- .?Nt 1

least en workshopS''could'be_held--five trvOlving. ciesitists and engineers
.

,

. _

. .

concerned with they state of the art of a given.' A problemarea'and
--.-' ...$.

.

, , .

. .
.

five involving Federal poTicY makers, scientists -deng"leers And all
' I

(

... others. Funding levels; for each wirksh-dp'would.be su.,5(10; first year

a

. '. fur4ing.would thus be $56,005. Total iNi year.funding for this' oPtion
.

3

would be $125,290. 67.

4

I

,

4

:

11,62
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i.ORVON: GRANTS:TOINOEPENDENT J.QURNALS

*

41'

/

k\'Description of Program Option:- Grants would beiiiade to -national organizations`

whose journfls reach scientists and ugineers, as .well to those whose journals\

.

are directed to policy makers-and adMibistrators. The urpOse of this program

option is to provide additional outlets for research work on scientifid and

technOlogical concerns as they interact with*public_poliey. funds granted

s program option would not be given for the purpose of supporting ., under

the estahlishment of a new journal, or for the purpose of7fully supporting'

eXistina ones.

An alternative,optiq mould be grants to commission and/or publisli reports

or papers generat'ed by public-interest activities of the scientific and

technic prortessional.societies.

,.
.As an alternative to national fOnding, state-based centers 'would support

v..

journals as bne of th.eir regranting activities.'

. Needs Addressed: Each f the above is directed toward reme4,5;in.1) perteived lackA

of journals currently publishing articles-on research _in science and public
.

poliCy issues. This'concenlhas been stressed by,citizfns public interest and

. .

- other individuals doing research and publishing -work.
`11

Sam Day, editor Of theBulletimof the Atomic Scientists, stated the high

Costs of magazine publishing place -severe limitationrgthe fand available
. . f I 0.

to us for research, analysis and.CoMmentary. Many worthwhile projects' are
,

. ,

Simply ;beyond our means becauseabf fund limitatiths.
....*

'Enrichment is generally

poss le on insofar as,it can financed by special contributions from-our

'read, or from 4rantfrom private foundations. ".

t4 .
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The scientific and technical societies hold panel meetings and sometimes

undertake special projects involving issues of public concern. These efforts
r

might be further encouraged if funding for publication were available through

Potential Problems: The need to increase- publication of more easily dnder-

stood information per,taining to science and tedmology was often expressed.

It might be argued thlt putting funds into journals whicit do not receive,
V

widespread public attention is not the most effective utilization of SFC funds.

,Implementation and Timing: During the fist year of the SEC program, application

cold be received and evaluated, grant awards made, at the beginning of the

pr gram's second year of operation. Grant support available would' total $50,000.'

'On
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RELATIONSHIP. OF PROGRAM OPTIONS4TO SFC OBJECTIVES ,

...
.

. e
.. , ,,,e,- '. ':460

The -cart on the following.page displays the relationship between the ._ :
,

.

.
program options, and the SFC objectives they are designed to Meet.

. ,

4 .

: ..
n

This'relationihiP Illiown in terms of 'the level at which responsi ity,for
, .

:implementing a program option'would be placed the grant and/or ntract

0

.. . .

mechanism for supporting programs is. escribed in the Options sectioa.

, 40 'OP

r

a , ," s

I
.

For exam" national level competitions Would be held for Scientists
w .

. ,
.''''

and Engineers Associates'Program,-and forums, workshops arid conferencei

woulkbe sponsored through the SFC Progralt'offfcel

- ' ,

._
:.

At
t,..

the regional .level .resource Cent s estOlished by NSF would.Ohrry-

.on -their particular function.
\

4

The - state -based centers would be responsible for a range ofctivities'of
. '

.
. _

a state and local nature. These-act1vities would include their own-forums,

,

.

- and media program's, for example; separate from the programshsponsored.at

the national 'or regibnal

Specific local level 'projects wtl be funded through the State-based. centers.
a 9,

. * '
,

liliUt in addition, local grOups could utilize'the services of the Nation

41Clearinghouse,and/or'regional service Centets:
,

4
..-

As the description of options incrcateS 'certain progi.anis or aspects 'f th#m

4 4
4

could lternatively be supported a the national, regional or s-tit 14

For exam ple; in_addfition to a national;SCieritists and Engineers Associates

.,
- : A

Program, a similar short-term program could be operated by a State - based

.4 -' _ < .

.-, center.rise alternattves are displayeitn.he gicompanying chart.
V

)

r r,
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SFC OBJECTIVES

RELATIONSHIP OF SFC OBJECTIVESTO-PROGRAM OPTIONS BY LEVEL OF IMPLEMENTATION

D
NATIONAL REGIONAL STATE LOCAL

TO trek* .

PUBLIC .

UNDERSTANDING
OF PUBLIC POLICY

ISSUES
INVOLViING

SCIRNeE &
TECHNOLOGY

A .

.

.

_Media PrOgrams
Associates

1

Student.Internships
National Clearinghouse.

Forums, Workshops, Con-
ferences `J

.

Journals
.

,

--=-,-.

.
, IP

Regional Resource Centers

.

f
State-basedCenters

,

,

Submit piojects
to State based.
centers for

re-granted funds

and utilize

resources and
servides, of e

.other levels. ..

*

A

Scientific Service .

Centers: regis-
- tries;*

_branches of clearing-
house,* .

' forums, workshops, cohr
ferences), .

OT--
Regional Issues Centers

Branches of National
- Clearinghouse

to fund tate/local
projects

registries*; associates
student internships*

.

':

.

TO FACILITATE

PARTICIPATION OF
SCIENTISTS AND
ENGINEERS IN
PUBLIC ACTIVITIES

.

...

'

at
cr,

Media Programs
Registries
Associates
Student Interhships
National Clearinghouse
Forums, Workshops, Con-

ferences
Journals

.

.

,

.

Regional Resource Centers State-based Centers Submit projects
to Stage-based
centers for
re-granted funds
and utilize
resources and
services, of
other levels.

.
.

Scientific Service
Centers: registries;*
branches of clearing-
house;t0orums, werk-
shops, conferences*

or

Regional Issues Centers

Branches of,National
Clearinghouse

to fund state/local
projects;

registries*;associates
student internships*

.

. ,

.

/

,

....

TO ENABLE
CITIZENS PUBLIC Registries'

.....

INTEREST GROUPS Associates '

TO ACQUIRE Student Internships

TECHNICAL National Clearinghouse

EXPERTISE Forums; Workshops, Con-
ferences

. ,Journals

.

s-.1l'Alternatives cited
in option descriptions

Regional Resource Centers
.

.

State-based Centers Submit projects
to state-'based

centers for
re-granted funds
and utilize
resources and
services, of,
other levels.

Scientific Service
.Centers: registries;*
branches of. clearing-

house;* 'forums, work-

shops, conferences*
i . . or

Regional Issues Centers

Branches of National
i ' Cleilringhouse.

1

to fund-state/local
projects; , ,..,

registries*; associates
student* internships*

4.

,

.

9
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IIT OTHER PROGRAM CONSIDERATIONS

The options outlined above provide.a variety of,ways in which the major

..,,.
heeds e,pressed in the public participation process can' be met. These A

4

,,

options, however, do not encompass all of the suggestions received 'about
u. .

, the scope and character of the sFr. 'program. -Indeed, it would not be

,,:s.

appropriate, desirable,' or possible to 'propose su6h a program, given the

l

-extraordinary raege,pfideas put forth. If such a progrk could be signed,

it.would raise tiTe following problems:
.

2 It might weirbesonsiderably removed from the three specific

objectives sta,tpd-in,theISF Authorization Act

Such- a progra0:Awould place NSF in the position of exceeding its

. legal mandate.if the Foundation were to assume thefole of advocate
. ,

..

:, _ I The program would contain elements 4ich more properly fall

within the purview of other agenciesrr other program elements

of NSF
L

The program would contain elements which are already beirig -carried

out by other Federal agenciesand/or by NSF. '
A

One possible reasonsthat.soliT people pfesented suggestions which duplicate
* ...

*
current program activities-of NSF, other.Federal agencies or private

,

sector., be that such "persons were unare of these
-

N

'activities. Another possibilit; is that' they knew aboutthem and'were

of the'opinion that their particular concerns were neglected or inadequately

addressed by such activities.

9
,
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The pArpose of-the first twoparts of this section is to discuss ways in

which some of the concerns not addressed by.th nine'SFC Options have been

or might be met by NSF or other Federal agen s. The last part of this

section addresses certain other program options which were not included in

the nine, proposed.

44-
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A. Programs of the National Science foundation

Existing programswithin the Foundation address manyof the policy issue

or general topical areas suggested by those.participating in the SFC

planning process. The majority'of these activities support research

v.

by individuals and organizations. The resultt of their efforts area

potential reservo4jrof elpertknowledge for citizens and public iiitere

groups interested in these issues. These studiesadance the state-
.

the -art on particular topics, and Contribute to the resource base upon

which Federal Policies Are established. Projects supported by several

of b6se programs also enhance the capabilities of'scientists and engineers

in their professional roles: A

. A description by Directorate of programs that bearon the range of

topics suggested to SFC follows. .--

111-3
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Science Education Directorate

The Office of Science and Society has two other ongoing program efforts:

.one, Public Understanding of Science, has previously been discussed'in the

media optial of this report. The Ethical and Human, Values'in Science

and; Technology (EHVIST) program has as its aim increased understanding

of the role that ethical and human values play in detgrmining policies'and.
/

priorities for research and_technology:as Well-as the effects of science

',and technology on our ethical and value systems. Programs and 1( taken have

included a national conference on'ethical issue in the use of behavior

control technologies in prisons and hospitals and a study by an inter=

Osciplinary team of researchers on the value issues associated with

the intehational debate over-the "limits to groAh". The results of

the latter,will be published in a report directed to the general public.

A cooperative venture with the National Endowment for the Humanities'

through the AAAS is tope a workshop'on the science/values area.

The ongoing activities of three other'divisions of this Directorate

.,

, contain programs of, relevande to suggestions made for. the SFC program,
. . !

, . .

, .. .

.

The Science,,Manpower, Improvement Division (SMOsupports,Natioh
\

l Neeus fellow,-

-

.
.

ships and traineeships. This program assists in providing research
-

t

training to graduate and post-dottoral- scientists and engineers to str'en'gthen

their research capabilitiesljn areas' .f national need and to increase their

instructional competencies` in areas concerned wth the' nation's problems.

.t ,

-

.The Student-Originated Studies program.addresses-,itself to the need exores'sed

for undergraduate training if public policy issues. It s ports student

1-

,-
141-4
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projects dealing with local problems with immediate relevance to the

*.

community, The projects provid# data useful to goyernmental agencies

a

iepl ning'or administering public programs.. SMI also-encou ages more

l
...... .

..

participatioriOn science by women anlbsolinorities, concerns expressed

in the SFC public meetings and correspondence. 'The Women an ScienCe

Program supports' studies to identify barriers to,scientific careers

4
for women and tests educational activities designed to overcome sJch

,

barriers. The types al experimental programs underway include: yisits

to high schools by prorOnent women scientists for lectures and seminars;

science career workshops for undergraduate and graduate women'keience

students, and,grants to colleges and universities to offer programs
1

aimed at women with degrees IsCience . who wish to update their education

or.re-enter careers in science and technflogy fields.

-In addition, SMI operates a Minority Traineeship Program to provide

.opportunities foeAadvanced training to talented individuals attending

'schools-with predominantly minority enrollments. Activities related to

minority groups are"also.the interest of the Science Education Res6urces

programAich seeks to enhance the'capabilittes of science facultie

at Collees and universities through support of short courses and-outside .

research activities. These programs might'provide.modeisqor training'

science faculty in public policy issues. The Science Education Development

and Research program supports the development of course materials to

maintain the quality of science education.and to develop new approaches

to the teaching of science. The program also provides for continuing

education for practicing scientists and, engineer's. One grant in FY 1976
,

111-5.
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"Science and the Public Process," to Sangamon State University will

support Public Affairs Colloquia for students in the natural sciencese.

. and related seminars for science faculty. While to date the efforts of

SEDR have not focused specifically on continuing education in sciencedand.

pubiit policy issues, a'concern expressed by a number of SFC' participants,

the program would be a logical place for increased NSF atention,to these

issues.

k

1i1-6 104
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AtsiartApplied to. Na)ional Needs (OXIN)

t -
The overall purpose of-the RANN program is to focus U.S.

I
sciptific

e
DRAFT

. and technical resources on selected problems of national importance so
<,

o
. .

. . .
.

as to contribute to their timely and practical solution. RANN's aims are
. .

. .

, to increase the effective use of science and technology il dealing with

i
natio6I'Problems; shOrten the lead time between basic scientific 'dis -'dis-'

coveries and relevant practical applications, and provide rTy warning
. .

.
I

\

of potentialiiational problems and initiate assessments and research
- ,-.

vr
useful in avoiding or solving therli., The final' users of its roblem-

focused research efforts are ofte policymakers in the public and private
(

sector. Dissemination of RANN ()ducts is accomplished tproug its

Document Center, abstract series published on program areas, a d the

Na4onal Technical Information Service, and +selected targeted di semination

activities initiated by project leaders or RANN management, RANN's specific;

programs are as follows:

Resources

1i Related suggestions-presented for the STC program involved re ource q4stions

such as strip mining, legal,problems of water and mineral rights, .nd

.energy resource exploitation.

The major objectives of RANN Resources are. to identify and eval ate .ttractive

long -term technological dptions for, meeting national- resource n d
1

to provide the scientific and technological basis for analyzing and ormu-

lating national and regional resource policies. te program's three- reas are:'
%

IN
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Resource Systems, which support coMprehensivnnalyses of the avail-

hility and utilization of alternati4e resources and includes consideration

ef:econothic, social, legal l, technical,arff environmental factors;

: Renewable Resources, which deals with selected agricultural, forest

and food product problems;

t

Nonrenewable Resources, which is concerned with selected mineral resource

problems.

Environment
I

Issues of environmental interest to persons submit stions for

the SFC program incftuded laiRd use management; chemical contaminants .and

their effects on the ozone layef,weather modificatiev; and earthquake

warning'sysVgms.

These issues Are among the topic§, of-research supported by the RANN

Environment division. 'Among its objectives are to identify and analyze

the nature and extent of man-caused material environmental hazards; to

identify and evaluate innovative social and technological methods to

6

educe environmental risks and to lessph the severity of disasters when

they occur. Grants made during FY 1976 addressed environmental pollutants

ana the urban economy, advettent and inadvertent weather modfficat

earthquake prediction, and environmental management.

Productivity
2

Several..issues suggested by SFC participants at the public meetings are

under consideration by the RANN Productivity division. These are: the

111-8
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evaluation of government programs, particularly social and health Services

e
delivery, for imp-1cl and effectivdneSs; alternative mea of communication,.

1/1

such as,telecommunications/ and improved health care de and non'.
invasive; i medical instrumentatien-

The'Division's objectives are to improve productivip of service delivery

. -
in the public sector; to assess thebenefits and costs of Federal'

assistance programs to state .and local governments; to analyze the net

effects of Federal and state regulation on industry and tne public;, and
*.

to.facilitate the adoption ofd technology to'improve the productivity of

private sector industries, stressing the joint, contribution Of industry

NJ
and universities,

.erP

The Public Sector Productivity program has emphasized the social and

economic effects of telecommunications innovations. Other areas are

y/ intergovernmental factors which influence thecoSt, quility and'equity

of local service delivery, and the applicatidn of technology to government

actiVitfes par4cularly computer.

the public policy area of-Productivity assesses the effect'- both intended

and unintended of public po licies on
;

national productivity. FY 1976 stodiesi

included the effects of deregulatiorrof natural ga., and develOpment of an

analytic tool to determine long'-run incremental costs for electric utilities'

rate structures to be used both by regulatory commissions and by utilities.

-A Policy Analysis Source Book contained briersuinmaries and evatations of

policy reteirch in areas of poverty, regulation, health,, housing and other

functional areas of concern to Fsedei-al and state governments.

The objectiim of private: sector productivity studies is to apply the

111-9
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knowledde and capabilities ih.U.S, universitiesAnd.researth 1,i6oratOries'.

-

toimproving 6e.nation'seindustrial Wodudtivity, Its aim is to help

identify opportunities fontechnolog;ica<111;06y4its'and accelerate ,

productivity: One aspect of thkeefforts,invOlve.i_joint industry/

/" ;
university ventures 'in specifIgeo6riptilcit?,Aas.

Lik. .

.Exploratory Resegrch and Technology.AsSessment

A numben of contributors to the SFC progra4plan strkssed the neecify

increased tethriology assessments' to gauge, the potential impact of
.

important wilicy decisions involving so4ence and technology in.

advance:.

The objective of t55,RANN program fs to support Alesearch4pd assess- -

merit effortslo provide greater rftibility off the longer range social, '

environmental and economic girmSacts -of new technology, and'to identify and'

ti

analyze emerging nationiT problems which may be avoided or ameliorated
.,-

by effective applications of science and technology. The program's ,

*-

efforts are coordinated with other Federal agencifS and OTA,.and.are

aimed /t assisting policy decistonmakers. New re h thrusts,for
,

FY 1977 Will be on the issues posed-by emergipg tr ds toward a resource-
,

sCarce and environment-limited economy. FY 1976 awards include studies
.

on'appropriate levels of grain reserves for tfigiU.S energy.mtilization_in

the food pwcessing food service industry, the energy vulnerability of
:4. 4r-f

alteitative.systems of agOculture production, and mobile communications.

. /

A
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Jntergo ernrnenta) -SOktue and R' & D'Imentives

Mention has'alreadyteen madgain the Associates program option of this

RANN program's actiiities in support of increased awareness by public

-officials of scientific and technological concerns.

Several other.aneas of public polici.suggested by pareicipants'at t

4 , P
public neetings and in corPespondence are the concern of the,Inte

,

I. 3

goKernmental Stie;ce Program, one being supporafinformational r tonal

-

networks. 'The networks 'supported by this program such as-the Federation

of Rocky Mountain States,,Mississippi-Louisiana Technology Applications ;

.. . .

' Consortium,,and the Fort UnioW,Coal Formation PrOjecthave served as a
.

_

Z- -
soUrce for policy research and technical information to their onStituent

, r
4

.

k
I- State. .

. ,
,

4n addition, concerns alOut supporting innovation Genters for) potentialsupporting
,

.

entrepreneurs; and the small bils',iness. were expressed. In the
,

Industrial Program component', an eximimental effort-it underway to . Ai-
.

. .-.4.
, 11.

evaluate a Federal role in trainjne assisting and providing*erfenIe
- ) . _ .

to potential entrepreneurs and innovators. The goal is to Angrease_private
Y.''. ,, ...

RiDinvestment and technology utilizatic0. New small business ventures

, and new products' have resuted ivy these efforts.
, at

,

. ,.(:%0P1

, t
'4 .'

. i
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Scientifict...TechnoTogical & International Affairs. (STIA)

.
. .

'Acti'vities, supported by the STIA-Directorate encompass some of the
4 i, , o k.

suggestions-fOrNSF to be itivolved in. national polls or surveys, science
.

.
11.

indicators, information retrieval systems' and informatipn networks, as
"4.

;

well at th dentificatigh anddefinition:0f policy issues. It provides input

'to-policy making at the Federallevel and often wor4 in support

of and with other Federal agehcies.

An objective of 'the Policy. Research and Analysis prograis to provide

science and technology policy research and assessment for existing and

emerging national issues. Examples'of recent areas of study are: the.

diffusion of health technology and .its costs and-bene4its, social and

private rates of return from tindustrial innovation, .assessment of food

and Aliition research needs,. potential threat from depletion of

stratospheric ozone by fluorocarbons,_and puclear'safety.

.Studies of Science Resources provide the prindipal source of national

,

statistics on resources for Science and technology.' The objective of

these surveys is to deimlop and maintain a current factual and analytical .!*

basis for national planning and policy formulation in the area-of science

apertechnoiloo'resources.,.M wer,studies, R &'15 economics 'studies., and

4
St'

the development of'science indicators including a section of public attitudes '

toward science and technology are podertaken. Resultsof surveys and studies

are published in a series of reports and summaries.

The Science Information Activities pregram's objectives inc)ude the building

of a fundamental and theoreticol knowledge base to guide development of
. .

improved science communication-services; improving the economicviability

1
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and user-,:e0onsiveness of science information services; .and provision of

data and analyses for improved coordination.and
1;
manageMent of scientifid

and technical information systems'at both national and international levels.
, .

This program has concentrated its.eforts'on enhancing technicalttamunications
. . ..

.
-%.

systems and, networks within the scientific community.

v.
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',Biological and SOcial'Sciences

o

There are several research areas in NSF's S

bear directly o uggestions made during the

b

Sciences. program w ich

C public participat

lyprocessNSF n;s a unique role in the Federal Government as the o

agency with a broad mission to 'support the, advancement of,.technigie,

methodology, Nand theory in the social sciences. As such, its social

sciences program is undertaking research in the scigntific development

of social indi6ators,. political implications of participatory techn4p9y,

scientifiCanalysis of/public policy', and an i4enkifioation of the

costs and benefits of science and technology.

t 1

,

The objective of the Economics program is to Improve understanding of
49

economic processes and the Meashrement of economic rellationships. Particula

attention is paid tO the allocation of .the world's energy resources. and

the attendant environmental -cemsequences.

Under its Social Indicators programs, research involviKg sociologists,
I A

social psychologists, economists and ether specialists ls supported for

. an effort.to,'measure social change as objectively as,p6ssible. A 'national

goals accounting framework furnishes a means o' 'estimating in what ways,

and to What extent, planned modifications in the.allocation of available'

resources affecting the activities of individuals; gbvernmerits, -and other

institutions, might be expected to alter conditions contributing to the

qua-iiy. of 1 ife,
; /

The Political Science program's.a$m is:tdimprove under'standing of the

processes through which activities of societies are coordinated through'

.governments and adapt to changing conditions. I One aspect of supported

111-1C
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research is political decisionmaking, which includes research,on de sion-

,

making processes. at all levels of government, The Law an ocial "Sciences

Program focuses on interdisciplinary studies involving both lawyers and

wciologists,.economists or other'socfal scientists. The intent is to

accelerate the use,of'social, scientifiC findings in the legal world and \\,1

to use methods of research developed in the social sciencesJ6 study

legal processes. The results of the program's projects will serve a9encie,".

'funding legal research and researchers contemplating empirical and inter-
.

discipliriary research about the legal- system.

The objective of the ,History and Philosophy of Science program is to

gain a greater understanding of the fundamental nature and the development

processes of science and technology. This program supports research con-

cerned with the development of various sciences in all historical periods

'and'in dffferiOdrcultural areas. In FY 1977, the program-will also give

t4.

added emphasis to 'research efforts on the interface of science and.

technology, and the historical relationS between science and society,
.

particularly 1R public attitudes toward scientific endeavor.

c

11.3
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B. Related ACtivities of = ederal

t
f

1.-A AFT

5 Other Th'in NSF

1

In preparing the plan for the SFC 4.ogr m, NSF has received some pro-
,

grammatic suggAstions from other eder 1 agencies'atd has hegun the process
. ,

4

bl-gathering inforMa ion about r late Federal 'efforts now underway. The

. Boasberg-Report in, ,6 Appendix intl es. cdniiaerable information concerning
.

mcitizen,'participation at the state act locat lemel and other related efforts'

sponsoredy Federal agencies. Vt,e dinly, the-design and iMODementation

of the SFC program should.be undertakenCith full awareness of existing

efforts-that relate to the objectives of the SFD program.' This will allow
, .

existing resources to be fully Uti'li'zed and cboperative,and collaborative
.

'

.

,-

relationships to evolve :where appropriate and_needed.

. i '. '

. ,

Several,agencies provided specific suggestions o,the-design-of.the program

. .., T

and offered examples of their, bwn ongoing programs. Correspondence received

frpmthese,age ies is reprinted in fUll in the Volume II,.Ap.bendix, to4his
Alt

.

report. Part of Volume I Contains' a summary of this correspondent -and
.--

related.unrec rded communications and materials;concerned with programs'

servistes ndered,doring'the,design of_fhASFC program. A

.
. ,

ironmenta 'Profeation A enc EPA

,.... , ,,

EPA has utfl zed different forms of public participation or Ntizen involve-
.

. i

merit in its ragrams. A numbee of'EPA's:Orograms require 'public participation
.0 'Iw'-- a-

.

Jr

:
,

4
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inthe standard setting process; these have been 'described in detail in the
1.

O
4.

Boasberg Repoit reproduced. in the Appendix. Major environmental information

symposia sponsored ,by EPA have 'involved another fo f public
.

EPA will'sponsor a second .National Environmental Inf atiori Symposium in the

r r 4

next 18 months: The ,first, held in 1972; brOUght together ever 1700'
,

.
. .J v 1. -

. .

producers and. users of environmental information, citizens, trade associations,. . . . ..:,
\ , -

professional societies, and governmental-:agencjes at all levels to ,sharp
'4. e.. .

".% . 4

'ideas and discuss improved enVironmeritaloinforrdalion--ex-changb. .It-prov.ided'..
a forum for demonstrating techniques and- evi [Trent

4
,

I

for' informtion..solktIce. , .
and systems fields. EPA plan's again .' to "have iniajor ' portion -of. the' program'. ,

VI S .!1 # 7..
, ... . a

designetfor and by the citilan.and cifyzen actitn.group's.? . CorrespondencM
,

. .

'G from EPA urged that the SFC progranycont'entrateiongneefing infOrnl,aional:.. :,
,

. ,- .- . . . ,
\ 4

. needi through efforts aimed atthe*transfVr7Ef s'ci-entifis, ancLtechnical 't . 1

,- ., ,

. -., ..-
f -, It N.,4

information to the publit, A
: , ... . r

I 0,

Energy Research and Oevelo.pment ikdmirrtration (ERDA) - ' -.' e ` : *.

1. ' .
1 .

V
''

k , 1 ' .7 . /
1 ' 'a

0 4

Is .
..,

A spokesman at ERDA reporitd.cin that a4en.c.iqpar ci41-ar, coac'ern4iith :gainrr
, -, .

, . . .. - .
.

, 1 ,

ing pubtic understanding of tire, .to coridt4c.r\R)3,,D.opt.a broad ,range of
:

r '' '^ 4.,,, 'af ' ''' - ''f * .,
energy and energy -related technol oiies;''.' ai'- wen: as r"t-o instill, wane

.
ne perl'

V .. V

..
iception of the long lead times involved,in bringina- uch.technologles nto..

. ,.
, ,''' '. .

Being.", ERDA has been, conducting 'a_ series of ,publit fOrutus to. obtain/ '
. ., ' I 1 .

.. ,' ; . 1

,

,"responses to its first Nationl Ptan:for Energy Research, qeveiopmen and
t

" le.
V 1,1 .

Demonstration and to gain input for its second plan, .- an d i s dav,lopingother,.
publi initiatives.:nititives.: ERDA has also,*continud4O rsppnsor the..

,. .
Citizens' Workshop Programs begun.unders AEC on energy and ttir environment.-

, -
...

.. I
, . .
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Department of State .%

Acommunication from the Department of State suggested the need fOr better

understanding by Americans of, the links between science and technology-and
.

U, S. foreign policies and ilterests:

Department of Transportation (DOT),

r, r

,

Two comments on the SIC program were provided by DOT. ,The first was a

recommendation to examie the experiences.of mission agencies. which have

'active pOnning as'sistace programs with sophistiCated outreacymeC;:anisMs

.t .

11 , ,

:for" citizen involvement. The/second was a suggestion thet.the Directory of
ant

,Federal Technology Transfer be used as a referenceOY.the designei-s of the

SFC program since many of the functions of the program were seen as directly-

'paralleling.some,existing technology transfer' programs.

-/"°'
United States Department of-Agriculture (USDA)

'

An official of the Soil Conservation Service Of the USDA suggeste that

% policy issues underconsid ation include the epvironment and la use,' The
4-

;

- relationship_of the Soil Surv'ey,to land use decisions was alSo suggested

'

as a topic for consideration.
-,

A number of other Federal efforts, spetifical)y related to SFC objectiveswere

called to the attention of NSF during the preparation of this report, in the'

Boasberg Report (appendix) or at public meetings and in correspohdence. These

included:,

1 1.0
111-18
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Office of- Technology Assessment (OTA).

DRAFT

. . .

. ,

The need for assessment's on the potential impact of new technolbgieS'oni
,

. society- wis'cited in hePUblic hearings and correspondence about the SFC
. . .-

program. OTA has been established to provide Congress with such assessments
, .

and via reports seeks to inform the public as wept Of particular interest

1

is the current asses;:hillef three energy - related technologies. proposed for

the coastal areas of New Jersey and,Delaware: 1 offshore oil and gas-
,

recovery; 2) construction of deep water ports, and 3) installation of
,

floating nuclear power plants. This assessment involves a public participation

proceswhereby citizens and citizen organizations have been asked for

their views concerning the' effect of these technologies and for suggestions

:as to possilllealternatives. They have alsb been.invited to contribute

information and data to the assessment. The experience gained in this process

will be particularly useful in designing future.public'particiption efforts

by other Federal agencies.

4:feral' Council .for Science' and Technology

, .

Th0 CoMmittee'on Domestic Technology Transfer has-published a "Directory of

Federal Technology Transfer," a reference source

and agerreS44hich have major programs ipvolving

research and development results. The directory

tions of agency programs-arid technology transfer

aj

-

N111-19
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,-

includes extensive descfip-
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portiet; tbjectives,
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and responsibilities, problem areas of primary focus, implementation

methods, associated services and activities and a full listing of contact

locations, with names, agency addresses, and phone humbers.

'American Revolution Bicentennial Administration (ARBA)

TheRBA Horizons,'76 "Call for Achievement" program was set up to encourage

and support citizen involvement in community level planning and deOlisionmaking.

While this program is locally based, ARBA, along with other Federal4agencies

and private groups, has provided assistance by engaging in the following

activities: publicizing community citizen involvement efforts; providing

. available materials and guides of use to citizens in organizing involvement

programs, and providing a mechanism to bring citizens and sources of

information together. Examples of programs being supported that have direct

relevance to SFC, include (15 developing and establishing model citizen-

initiated Community Resource Centers for the purpose of improving. participation,

in local policy planning by providing citizens access, to information on their

community' its reloruces and policies; and (2) participating in support oft4-
a three-year research project by a non-profit organization, Citizen Involve-

.

ment Network,to study and evaluate a small number of community-based citizen

organizations in order to determine various ways in which citizen participation

can be best utilize and cooperation among local groups achieved to effect

desirable change.

111-20 4
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The Science aid Technology Division operates the NatioW Referral Center

to assist persons wanting information in all fields of science and

technology. The center itself does not provide answers to these inquiries,

but it maintains.a specialized updated subject-indexed inventory containing

descriptions of ,some. 90D0 "information resdbrces." These are public 'Ind

pilvate organization# institutions, groups or individuals with specialized
I

knowledge in a field who .are willing to share this knowledge.' 4L.

Persons, Wlkh requests for information are, provided the names, addresses,

telephone numbers and brief descriptions of pertinent Information resources,

and h response is individually geared to the inquiry.

1- General Services, Administration and Civil Service Commission

In a joint venture, these agencies have established federal Infoi.mation

Centers in 36 cities, with telephone tielines to nearby centers in additina+

metropolitan areas. ,Center personnel handle requests for information about

services and resources provided by government programs and agencies.

Responsesare provided by phone, mail or in person.



C. Program Options, Not Proposed by NSF

-buring the SFC planni;og process, there were some program options presented

DRAFT

by participants.*hicK NSF has deciolpd it should not propose. These

decisions are based on Foundation policy or legal constraints. These

suggested options, and, the rationale behind,NSF's decision, follow.

I

0
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Direct'FUnding of Public Interest Groups

Proposed Program Option: One program option discussed at length in the

public meetings and often,put forth in written submissions was that NSF

should grant funds directly to non-profit community organizations and

citizens public interest groups. These groups can and do successfully

seek research and project funds,frOm NSF. They must meet the same criteria

that any applicant must meet in order to qualify for grants. Lack of

. .

adoption of this proposed program option would in no way affect current

or potential funding ftom other NSF programs for such groups.

This option proposes that the SFC program provide general grant support

for the ongoing activities of citizens community organizations and public

interest groups. Among the many activities which these grants might thus

support were the following:

Hiring professional staff with scientific and technological .

competence
4

Payment of fees to scientists and engineers 'serving as todOuliants

on short or long term projects /

p Conduct of research and preparation of reports for use in local/

state/Federal regulatory proceedings, judicial litigation and the

legislative process

Edpcating the public about policy issues with scientific or

techn ological impact through newsletters and journals

'Payment of travel expenses to allow citizens to participate in

legislative, executive and judicial proceedings and attend conferences

or sourses on relevant topics

III -23 1.42
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01.10,roviding funds for information mailings

4 Monitoring and evaluating the'efforts Of specific governmental

agencies and industries, and making these results known to the publi/

through'the media

Facilitating the use of professional expertise.by cfkizens and

community groups.

Groups could apply individually or form.cOnsortia to receive grants.

The suggested policy areas inwhichhese grants could be made were as

diverse as the types of organigations and groups presenting statements.

Among the suggestions were general topics such as energy, the environment,

transportation, land use; land and resource management, public palth or.

topics pertinent to local concerns such as' studies of environmental

problems unique to high-altItudibloCations, suchas special air quality and

soil quality (Colorado Open Space Council); review of proposals for oil

refineries on the Columbia River (Oregon Environmental Council); hiring

of scientists to explore alternative ways, such as.recyclirig, to handle

city garbage (San Francisco .StUdy Center)...

Extremely diverse ranges of poljcy issueswere identified by local citizens

groups across the country, and the purposes to .Which grants could be put

were equally diverse. Thus it appears, based on the experience of a number

of those presenting suggestions, that the most effective mechanism for

implementing this op-tioR would be to establish a citizens advisdry council-

to the SFC program at the national level. The council would set overall

111-24 1
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policies for the.prograM and regional adyiSory councils would be established

.1
to review applications for local grants. ft,was suggested that-1 e majority

.

of council membek would be volunteers representing broad areas -;of the

public interest .sector.
V.

. Several criteria for selecting the members of these councils were suggested

at the Washington, D..0. meeting by, James Sullivan, co- director, of the

Center fora5cience and the Public Interest and research directo.of the
S.,

National Council .for thePlibliC Assessment of Technikgy.

He characterized most community and public interest gvoups as issue oriented,

withoutadequate funding by corporate and government standards, largely

staffed V volunteers, and.usually sophiSticated'politically and only .

",

sometimes technically. These traits, he feltSbould !'serve as criteria for

selectionof advisory. council members_and for designing the'auience to

whom the [programl.will be diretted."

.

,.

However, Sullivan continued; whilecitizen organizations share thesee. .

0 .

common traits,indiVidually they are very different in th'eir'goals--the

policies they want establiStied and,the interests they-Want to be served.

Council membership should be bi:badly representative of the public'Wtrest

cOmmunity and reflect the.-makeup of coalitions that grow up around many
eft-

isswes where "-...you see..".reprbObdtatAy of labor,' management, Blacks,

Minorities, environmentalists, consumers, et Th experience is there

.

.
. ,

in the Ubli -interest common ty Sullivan stated and couldbe tapped for

the ptirposq; of the SFC p

,

111-25.
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Direct grant support was proposed to remedy theseuvent lack of funding-

,

and the specter of lessened support. As'Brian 'Ketchum, Vice President

of Cititns for Clean Air, New York City, stated: '11t,must be emphasized-
,

that funding is a critical problem with all local public interest groups;

it is not just Citizens for Clean Air that has problems. Public support

in the form of contributions dried up,well over three years, ago, and

f' foundation support evaporate, 0 with the ression..-What-will,remain is

what an be secured from government agencies. The outlook for survival

of ihe,puLl.lic interest community', especially" local groups, is grim

indeed withaiit.any funds.."

Such support was also viewed as a means of bringing about direct citizen

participation in the resolution of public' policy issues involving govern-
,

mental agencies, As James' Sullivan stated in a separa-eTetter to NSF

that , "Citizens by and large are, now excluded from such direct participation

by the highly legal nature of mount proceedings, the technical sophistica-
k---.

tion ecessary to take part in deb4tes, and the lack of Time and money
,

The issue at stake is clearly one of6ntrol.

1
to devote to particilyioni

itizenOwant to be more of ao equal partner' in the teleological dilOsion

. ,

making process. They want to help make decisions rather than passively

observe others make them."
1

:Concern was expressed over:the need for redressing the -)erceived imbalance be-
N

lr
.

,

twee; financial and manpower resources of public interest groups on one hand

the

/'
and those of government and industry, on the other. Citizen groups cited

thisnbalance, accompanied bythe need for 'greate'r access to policy

-t,

, 1
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decision making,, as the factors impeding their rightful participation in

the governmental process. At the San Francisco meeting, Stephen Andersoh

of Sierra Club Research, stat e d-that by providing direct as stance to

public interestitroups the expense and time inxolved n extensive

litigation would be lessened.
0

NSF/View of Proposed Option

The reasons given for adoption of this option have been taken Ao account

in the nine program, ptions suggested by NSF. These options would provide

a mange of resources, services and a.ctivities which could directly

benefit citizens public interes' groups. They .will meet some, if not all,

of the concerns expressed. The tate-based centers option could be a

'potential source of needed suppo

Thus, exclusion o e slegested'direct funding approach in NSF's proposed

options is in.ng way Oeant to reflect a negative NSF attitude toward role

of these organizations in our society. On the contrary, based on the

record to date, there is ample evidence o,f the contributions which citizens

organizations and public interest groups have made to improving the public's

Understanding and concern for scientific and technological policy-related

issues. NSF believes that these efforIS 'should be enhanced; and has

suggested various'means of doing so.

additiOnomione of the.purposes of NSF support of the Boasberg report

was to.obtain an analysis of,activities relating to Citizen participation

involving,scienific and technological concerns. This report has not only

4.
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been useful for the SFC 'desi , but 31so enuld itself be pf benefit to the public.

The report describes the key leverage pointt offering citizen groups the

best opportunity for influencing decisiod making. The substantive steps

of this process described are: legislative policy formation, OMB circular

A-95 review; rulemaking'and adjudications, informal agency actions, and

agency appeals and judicial review. Boasberg also reviewed the procedural

-

points which citizen organizations shbuld consider in improving their

access to administrators. These include cost reductions in filing and

copy distribution, documentation of public participation, and citizen

input into the budgetary process. Special statutes calling for greater
,

citizen participation in policy formulation also,reviewed in the report

are the National Environmental Policy Act, State NEPA's, the Federal

. Water Pollution Control Act and Vermont's Act; 250 pertaining to Land Use

Planning.

sr Orgo'
1 .

If the SFC program is to be responsive to the inputs received in the4Plan-

ning process,'it should address the wide range of needs of all who are

concerned with gaining access to and utilizing' scientific and technological

resources. Considerable'testimony addressed'the need for assistanceto

individuals and a number of qu4ions were raised as-to whether public

interest groups representhd all citizens. The program could not justifiably

'be limited to or expend:the majbrity o efforts for citizens public

interest groups if the ftill rahge ofexpressig needs are to be taken into

account. If these groups were to be singled out, the program would

effectively be discriminating against those Who are not part of such groups.

111-28
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.4!r

Thus, while di! nine options could ,assist public interest groups, they

would also aid citizens, public. officials, industry, media. organizations,

as well as others.

7
The argument has been made that since citizens public interest groups do.

.

not now have sufficieht resources to 'participate-fully ihrgovernmental
..

.

decisionmaking, Federal suport should be.provided for that purpose.

Reference is made to examples of such assistance, such as that prov by

EPA, as a rationale for NSF's undertaking such a program. This question

is still open to debate. On, the other side of the argument are quss

about the role of the Federal government in society and whether Federal

funds should be given"directly to local public interest groups.

4

it is NSF's view that the Foundation does h:./ya role to play in support

of Cerfain activities of cititen public interest groups. Tkis role.is'based

upon NSF's charter to improve understanding of science at all levels and to

f

promote the health of the nation through scientific research and related

activities.

NSF's expertise lies in tits role as a suppOrter of innovative and'exper

mental research projects in the scientific and technical areas. This

justifies its assuming responsibility for a program which can prdvide

such resources to citizens, scientists and engineers, and citizens

organizations, and whin can contribute to publib Under5tanding of public,

issues.

111-2
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_However% the direct fundim oPti,ohwould potentially support advocacy

activities thAt a fec't.legislati:ve., admini trative or-judicial proceedings

at other governmental agencies: While such,intervention is not the only

function with which these groups are concerned, it often comprises a

significant amount of their Operating'activities. If NSF were to provide

direct assistance, it ,would be going-beyond the Foundat)on's present mandate

and perfarMing functions thought. to be-inappropriate to' its mission.
. 4

Therefore NSF has noeproposed the direct funding option.

' A.
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NSF in an Advocacy Role

Several suggestions were received that Ngritself assume an advocacy
, .

position on.specific issues such sa the Brl Bomber, on birth control,
/ .

and on population programs. NSF, aspresently.chartered, can serve

in the, ol:e of an initiator and supporter of specific, activities

. relating to thb,eflects of scientificappli.cations upon society. HOwever,

i-lhe'Foundation would seem to be directed to perform this role not as an

advocate% but as an appraiser, an-appraiser concerned with the impact of

such applicatiOns upon the human welfare.

cs

"The preamble to the Act that established NSF and the Act itself appear

to support this interpretation of NSF's role. The preamble states,,in ,

part, that the NSF is "to_promote the progress of science land) to advance

the national health, prosperitAand welfare." The Act,authorizes the

Foundation, among other
r
things'," to initi.ate.and suppor basic and applied

scientific' resear0 and programs to strengthen the potential of such',

research, and to'appraise the impact of scientific research upon the

general welfare.. While NSF is charged with advancing the national welfare;

it would seem to be directed to-carry.out this charge as an initiator and

supporter of resear4h and related activities and as the appraiser of the

impact of research upon the national welfare, not AS an advocate,.



Option of Recommendin6,No SFC Program Be Established'
ti

The possible recommendation of not establishing a Science for...Citizens

Program shouldbe considered. The Foyndation haAjnot pre0ously been

involved in citIzen participation activities. Its rolorhas been primarily

. suppoik research-oriented projects in science and technology. Whether

.the Foundation is well equipped to take on this new role is a question

-whiCh Warrants some discussion.

As a Cceitflary .to this, some have stated that NSF's ongoing activities

already fund many of the subject areas proposed during the SFC planning
4

process. Thus, it might'be either duplicative'or unnecessarily expensive

to establish a rIew SFC program.
.

Further, the Boas*rg report points out that there are administrative,

mechanisms which aretintended to enhance citizen participation at both

the state And Federal levels. Among thse are program advisory councils,

office of public- advisor, office of public advocate,,directfinancing_of

public comment and intervention. Outside support for these.mechanisms

as a,kubstitute:ior an NSF program could'be considered as an alternative

to an.NSF SFC program.

Given these considerations, however, NSF has not proposedi-the option of no

program. No private-Sector group or combination. of private sector efforts

appear to have thecapacities of the proposed program to meefthe identified'

needs and provide for,a range of,services and resources. While NSF does fund ,

extensive programis closely related to SFC policy concerns, most are research

oriented and are pot directed at the SFC objectives. Certainly. if there were

other public programs designed to accomplish the SFC objecties, NSF should t.

ndt implement a program. However. present indications that no public pro-

IIIr32
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gram seeks to accomplish these objectives.
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/

Given NSF's role to improve the understanding of sciqince and technology at all

1 (

level4, many of the SFC functions are seen as
being appropriate for the Founda

.

tion to undertake. If alternate means are found td finance citizen participa-

tion through the mechanisms described in the Boasberg'report, an SFC program

would complement, noi%duplicate, them. Therefore, in view of the current lack

of a private program and.the appropriateness of certain activities to NSF's

overall mission, the no program option has been rejected.

Expression of public support for the program was almost universal from those

/'

who made their'vi-ews known. One letter was received'from a citizen who

feltthat the SFC program would be a waste of money at the expense of a

balaed budget.

But the bulk of opposition to establishment of an SFC program was voiced by.,

individuals concerned about"Man; A Course of Study"(MACOS) and other pre-

college science curricula efforts of the Foundation.

4

Including those who attended the SFC meetings, the number of dissenting views

presented numbered about 50. Roughly 80 per cent of these writing, mentioned

affiliation with organiiations, the most predominant mention being'of the

National Congress for Educational Excellence. *Groups voicing their disapproval

of the program were:

The National Congress for Education;Excellence

4

Guardians for Traditional Education, Prince George Co., WE

The Indiana Coalition.for Children and Basiutducation

Parents Conc ned About Education, Seaford, N.Y.

Concerned Citizens, and Taxpayers for Decent Schoolbooks,

Baton Rouge, La.

The American Party of Arizona

111-33
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Concerned Parents, DeWitt, N.A.

The Greater Northwest Civic ASsociation, e'hicago, Ill.

'Concerned Adults Researching Education, Prin6e Georges Co., Mdi

The American Conservative Union, Washington, D. -C.

,The Family PreSeryation League, ColuMbus, Ohio

The National Coalition for Children, McLean, Val and Memphis,

Tenn.

Grass 'Roots of America, Inc., Morris Plains, N.J.

Happiness of Womanhood, Inc., Dedrborn Hts,, Mich.

Parents and Taxpayers, San Francisco, Ca.

Citizens for Youth, Kenhewi6k, Wa.

Citizens fbr Responsible Education, Burleson, Tx.

Women Who Want to be Women

Parents' Who Care, Montgomery Co:, Md.

Citizens United for Responsible Education, Montgomery Co., Md.

The Parents Action Committee, Alexandria, Va.

116. Of those wi-iting, roughly half Tade ntion of the Science for. Citizens

program plan. The rest 'limited their rerriarks.to criticism of NSF policies

in funding of curritulu development and implementation efforts and'

requested that their statements be included in the-SFC hearing record.

,

Among comments criticizing the SFC progriani were the following:

"We are greatly concerned that Congress.has opened the doOr to

yet another NSF program to dispense large amounts of taxpayer

dollars for Federal government7spopsored interferOnce with the

social, moral, spiritual, political.and economic preerences of ,

individual citizens and local 'communities..."

III-
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. "We have the impression from what is already knoWn about the ...

program that it is designed to put NSFin'the 'Nader raider'

business."
a.

Another stated:

"The Science for Citizens program is a scheme whereby 'Science

Advisers Nill be funded to.work closely with governments'

. staffs; state-legislators, mayors and city councils to enact

the legislation and government action which NSF needs to
, .

promote social, political and economjc change that will be in-
.

accordance with the human engineering policies of NSF."

Other direct' criticism of the-SFC program centered on its being a "potential

behavior modification" device and a tool for further Governmentintervention

in private affairs and an a1ttempt to erode traditional values.

One of the reasons presented for NSF to abdicate itsrol, in curriculum

development 'activities for-elementary and secondary schools was that such

efforts in effpet placed NSF to an advocacy posture. At the Washington

meeting, Miss Judith Almclufst.revesenting the Parents Action Committee

stated:

"In just a little 614.ef 15 years, the National Science Foundation has

poured out more than 180 million dollars in taxpayer money to a very few

non-profit Organizatiolls who are in the busineTs of completely changing

American education..jtol.develop, promote, and market their brand of

social science curriculum.

1:3,s



Miss Gayle McGlaughlin supported this view when she stated that "...it is

an attempt by small group of ,individuals to decide what views, opinions

and attitudes are.appropriate to be, taught..." She.continued, "When the

government participates in curriculum writin6, it is'determining what

shall or shall not be taught."

Several dbubts were expressed about, the purpose of the regional meetings:

"We feel that this is an attempt to, gain public approval,by

bringing in strong NSF supporters to neutralize the opposition

against NSF programs such as they
Outrageous 'Man: A Course of

c

Study", 'Exploring Human. Nature' Land others]..."

A recurring criticism of NSF, not specifically leveled at the Fe'progam.,

was that NSF had spent $2 million in government money to support the

",socialist economic planning research of Soviet - educated ecohonist

Wassily Leontief...leding to the sovietization of the Ameri an'economy."

Most'summed up their comments by demanding that NSE be rOmoved from "all

-social and behavioral sciences and from all curriculum activities."

Many of those expressing these views indicated awareness of the March 1975

Congressional directiV,e that NSF defer further funding of implementation

activities pending a thorough review of curriculum plementatioh policy.

-
NSF panel members at the public meetin, called attention to a report

7prepared'for the House Committee on Science and Technology .in November 1975

"National Science Foundation;Curriculum Development and Implementation for

Pre - College Science Education." This report includes the findings of d GAO

III-36
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investigation of NSF procedures for developing, evaluating and implementing

science education proj,pcts; an independent panel review findings undertaken

at the request of CongrASsman Teague; and-a separate NSF study requested by

Director Stever.

_

Additionally, the Dbcember 1975 NSF evaluation of -19 active,pre7lege .

curricula by 7 panels, made up of 73-individuals was cited. Represented

on these panels were parents, public interest groups, scientists,

educators, child velopment psychologists and publishers.

-
Whjle'the Foundation is not proposing the no prograM option, all comments

concerning the prbgram's content wial continue to be considered'if the

Congress should approve implementation of e Science foraCitizens program.

9
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. a. THE SCIENCE FOR CITIZENS PLANNING PROCESS

The process undertaken to develop the SFC,program plan. wa.kLinique for NSF.

In response to congressional guidelines, opportunities for extepsive_public

input were provided in the plartning'process. The wealth of resultingideas

formed the basis for the Foundation's development ofprogrant options:.

The availability of this material, will be of invaluable asststance in the

actual launthing progrart

Summary Review of the Planning Process. NSF's planning of the SFC program

began shortly after the NSF Authorization Act was signed into law. Oh

gugust 27, 1975, NSF Deputy Director Richard Atkinson established.thi.

interdisciplinary NSF TasP Force to develop the Science for Citizens'Progrft

plan. Dr. Jack Sanderson, they)" Acting Deputy Assistant Director, for Science

Education, was named Task Force Chairman.' The functions of tht Task Force

were to provide guidance during development of 'the program plan and.to

. . .

devise
.

ways to ensure broad public in_the planning process,0 ,

To aid in the initial planning process, a number of indicyjduals who-have,

been active in the arena of public involvement.in plicyNssues were
)

invited to address thelfask Forte. Topics dfscussed.incl ded,bui we'i".e note

t7limited to,Grueration of tha state based programs of he National

Endowment for the Humanities; the role of pallipc HiArvenors%n nuclear

plantlcensing and siting; publiI requirements for technology assessment;
r

characteristics of public interest groups; and the function of adv064EY

'organizations and legal service bureaus. 1111

, ,

-19
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, k ,

ithe.Task,Force also deterMined that a review and analysis of implications
-

of Fedkral a s'stance totnonprofit citizens organizations for acquiring'

necessary ic tnlific and technical txper;tise would be useful in designing

the SFC program. Accordingly a contract was slgned with the laweirm.cji

'1
loasberg, Hewes, Finkelstein and Klores for the preparation of a report

entitled "Citizen Group Request6 for eder'al Assistance in Dealing with- .

Scientific-apd Technical Aipects lic Policy,Iss'ues."' A. oopy

e

r 0 , .

report may be found in the Appendix.
.

#
:

%. ,- *,
. .

Je-

In ofdei.tg respond to the requirement .for p c involveMent in the planning

,

process, it was decided that a campaign would be launched to solicit liFitoten

- .

, _ « *

pafticatation'andthat a,series of regional public.meetings would be held.
'Ts qw,-

On'October 14, a sole-source contract was awarded to the AssOciation of .
*

.
,

5

Science-Technology Centers (Asfc)'to cooftlinate and provide logistic .,:wpport

fors the meetings. .ASTCL Is a Washington-ba(sad nod-profit Organizatidn,

J . g0
. .

representing 40 science and technology MusiMs in the U. S. Alternate
. 4 e

-. ,
. .. .

meeting -Sites were con4,idered such as uhiversittes, hotegi.s.,.and conference

centers, but it was agreed iAat..t.ZiAgCsites-werc suitable and that' -

... . -g. 'S

negotiation of a single congacttwOilld'PoVide NSF tpe benefit of,tKe
,

.
, .. .

.
.

museum's alreadY established restiOrees and, media contactS., andApuld provide
. , ..,. , Alp -,

. .a.readily accessible coordinatiOn point in Washington. )
. D

).'
.

. . .
...- a ...

`.A notice was. published in the Federal Register of Ocfober 31/ 197,5, oug*.Jining

oongres at mandate, ,olefin ting ,the purposes -trf the proposed program and

4
sAlliciting blic par4ticipation 4n h Of written .stater entli These were

t'
A * /.

to be received by theFoundationy JanUaz 10 or by; the host organization 24, hours

401 ,

11.
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be included in'the record to Congress. The sites and dates selected for
. - .

public meetings,were:
. ',Allt

0,

Ilbecember 1

.

Museum of Science.pnd Industry, Chicago, 114inois

.

, . .

Fernbank Science Center, Atlanta, Georgia

lb

. et

4,

pricy to the meeting. It was announced'that all stat received would

December 8 -

-, December 9 -

-..December 10 -

pcember '12_

December 15 -

December; 16

The Garden enter, Dallas, Texas

1'

,Musaum of. at'uri History, Denver, Coldcado

e

- The ExploratoriuM, San Francisco, Califo (nia
. ,

National Academy, of Sciences, Chi ngt C.
, ,

t Muesebm; Of Science, Boston, Massagiusetts

4 . A .

W.

letter ,datedsil'November containing a
-

reprint of the Federal Register,-.
,

+0,

, announcement, Was sent to'so 24;600 individual and organizations, i ding,

tig
anrestimated 5,000 public inter.esA, groups., -ft ,c6ntained.ttre objectives.of

the warn and invited suggestiont an the content and conduct ot-the t. =.`

edprogram. In addition,,invitations to the public meetings were
..-

" t .
'., ' 7 *4

exiende0, to all governors, to' senators of hos't'states and majibrs of host

CitieS7Rrld tbsall Congressional representatives in and conti9uous to the
4

,

cities where meetings were scheduled, A. press ,releas'e was sent Novethber 6
21 ,

to% 5,431'-nwsp)pers, Magazines; ,fealurd writers, busineSsgs, Federal

coordiinatorsilk univeritiolikhd NSB, member's past an presdnt,
mk

preeents of state science acadecnies and to Congress.

Host organi zatipn publicity took the farm of press releases,./flyers,
,

to museum subscribers, and radio 4nd TV publ it service announcements sed-
\ :
,.

on materials supplied by NSF. As an example, the ixploratorium in San

,./
Francisco provi.ded iriformation to:

... b
IV e *
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s. 150 Bay Area radio and television stations including college

radio stations;

.25 natiohal and state press organizations;

133 prima'ry and secondary newspapers in-the 5 Bay Area counties;

28 ethnic newspapers;

35 college newspapers;

- a 80 public meeting paces (coffee houses% theatres);*

.
425 special interest groups--ecology, nuclear power, business

9

research:coosumer, etc.
c

,Nnetheless, many complaints were received 0.t the public meetings and by

telephone and Mail that indicated the publ4city ad been inadequate. The

issuance pfpress releases did not glihyantee their being printed. The

fppblicity efforts bf.the science and technology museums would have been

aided had the drawing card of local participant names been available well

before the meetings. 'However, the program was purposely set up to allow

people-to indicate theirintereSt in'personally submitting statements as
4 , 4

66s:to the meeting'time as possible. It is felt that paid advertisements

I

,and announcements would have had greater impact.

S

.As 'repu?sted, representatives of the host organizations supplied the ip

Science for Citizens task force with a list of suggested local speakers.

se were'to include as broad a representation of the public as possible

from scientists and atademicians fo representatives from business, labor,
.....,. .0* k

.rural aifas, minority groups, state and-loc.al government and public interest

k 'groups. Mailgrams were sent by NSF to some 20-30 suggested speakers prior
.

IV-4 13...i
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to each meeting -(with the exception the.Chicagcmeeting where time

limits prelted.it). Follow-up by telephoh:e was performed by. host.

6414

organizati6ns and NSF personnel.

Meetings, as announced in thp RPoister, were divided into two

three -hour segments--one in the afternoon, one in the evening- -with

approximately the last half of each given Over to general discussion of

the issues raised and plans put forth./ A panel of NSF representatiNieS

was present at each meeting.

Invitations were extended to.members of the National Science Board to

participate as panelists at the meeting. ...Those who did were: in Chicago,

Dr. Saunders MacLane; in Atlntit Dr.:,jokeph M. Reynolds;.in Dallas,

Dr. Lloyd M. Cooke and Dr. James H. Zumbirge; in Weriver,- Di.. F. P.Thieme;

in San Francisco, Dr. William A. ,ie.renbderg;.in Washingtpn,I). C.,

Dr. Rob4rt A:Charpie; and in Boston,.Dr. Anna Harrfsdh;,

NSF staff members who served as panelists in the sevo. cities44 .yere:
.4

Dr. Richard C. Atkinson'Deputy Director, NSF; San'Olncijco.

Dr. -Harvey Averth, Acting Assistapt Director for Science Education;

Chicago and Washington . ,
it ,,.,,

'44V , .
P.,. \I*

Dr. Laura P. Bautz, Senior Staff 4ioeiate, Mathematical and

PhSSical Sciences and Engineering; Atlanta

Mr. Charles F. Brown, General CounXsel,'Atlanta, Qallas", Denver,

and San Francisco
-* Q.

Dr. Lynn Carroll, Office of Gbvernment and Pu*ic Pr.ograms; thi cago'

Dr. T. 0. Jones, Special Deputy, Directorate for Scientific: Technological

and International Affairs:, .Chicago

14.1-;;
1
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Ms. Maryann Lloyd, Deputy General Counsel; Chicago, Washington, Boston

Ms. Patricia J. McWethy, Spec4al Assistant to the Director;
,

.

Atlanta, Dallas and Denver

Dr. Jack T. SandersonA'Acting Deputy Assistant Director for Science,

Education; mod0fatv at all meetings

Dr. Allen M. Shinn,,-Office of Program Integration, Science Education;

Atlanta, Dallas, Denver and San Francisco

BostOn

Dr. Joel Snow, Director, Office of Planning and Resources Mhagement;

Mr. John Talmetge, Director, Communications Programs,

ApplIcationS; .0101 meetings

Research

Dr. M. Kent.Wislon, Deputy Assistant Director for Withemajtal and

Physical-Sciences and Engineering; Chicago, Pallas, Denver% San Francisco,

Washington aneBoston.

The following_lable presents approximate attendance figures at each meeting

and, based on the transcrit of each meeting, the pUmkter of persOnsgiving

preAntations fort cord or commenting from the-audience. Attendance

figures must remain approximate became not all attendees at each meeting

'completed the registration foyfns provided.

r
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DATE SITE

TOTAL
ATTENDEE'S

AFT.,, EVE.

NUMBERS PRESENTING .

/
*VIEWS fly; 5. F. FO RECORDS /*

AFT
.

Dec. 1 Chicago .40
, .

17 11' 10

Dec. 8 Atlanta 78 51' 10 11

Dec. 9 Dallas 100 60 15 8

Dec. 10 Denyer . U. 22 15 9

Dec. 12 San Fran.. -, 150 60 21 17

Dec, 15 Washington 170 ___ 90 17 26

. .

Dec. 16 Boston 150. 50 21 , 14
,

vi

*as reflected in,aal transcripts

1/ It was statedat.each meeting that comments received on the registration

.

forms would be included in the record as well. These comments were, analyzed`

and incorporated in the developmen1 of prograMmetic,options, but are not

reflected in these figures.

0
Some suggestions-for content and conduct of the Science for Citizens program

were received at NSF following the notification of 31 October in the k".44pral;.,

40
,

r.174.;*N.
Register; however, the bulk of themail received by the Foundation appeaesi\

.to have been elicited by'the letter of 4 November. The total number(dff,

x1
/' \

. \
papers received both by mail an

..-

d at regional meetings exceeds 14400. \

These communications along with thg transcripts of regional meetings formed
A

the basis for 'development of the programmatic options presented in the body

Of this report. Analysis of the material was begun the last week in December.

Preliminary fiqdjngs were presented to the Advisory Committee for Science

114
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Educat 'ion at its mee ins on 6'January(?ommittee recommendations are

found in the Appel Aix.
.ite

,0(

A draft outline of the final report was prepared identifying the program-
s

matic options developed from the analysis of submissions, and their

advantages and disadvantages. 'This draft was circulated for comment to

members of the. NSF' Executive Council and SFC Task Force and met with

general approvill. It was then presented to the Program Review Committee 4

of the National Science Boatd on Wede410/, 14 Jantlary, and to the full

Board on Thursday, 15 January. This draft was extensively augmented

between 14 Jakary and 2 February. The augmented draft version was sent

to,Task Force members on 2 February. A meeting of.the Task Force was

convened on 4 February. Comments received in memorand , by phone, and '

at the TaskForce meeting were takeninto consideratcon\in the present

draft of this report. This draft has also been reviewed\by other

Foundation off4cials prior to its submission to Congress;

S

4

144,
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V. DESCRIPTION OF MATERIALS IN VOLUME II,-APPENDIX

4olo

' Publicatibn Appendix

Voldme Id, Appendix to this
rePorf,contains virtually alil* of the materials'

which were submitted to the Scienclifor Citizens Program at the seven

public meetings or through correspondence. Due to printing limitations

resulting from the size of the docuMent, the Appendix has not been Oublished

concurrently with this report. A notice will appear in the Federal Register
1

6
when it becomes available.

Materials in Appendix

The appendix will include the following:

1) Presentations related to the seven p4lic meetings

the verbatim transcriAs of the seven meetings that

(

were held;

the supporting material and Correspondence submitted I

by.those providing testimony; t

o registration'forM1--which includedcomments and

suggestions from those attending the Keetings;

o lists of attendees at meetings (those who filled out

registration forms)

2) Correspondence, with or without accompanying -statements, of

those not providing testimony in the meetings.

_S

*Certain submissions which were not repriate4 included very exttnsive

examp es of programs or proposals and duplicate materials, as well as

to assettes.

14 ei
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3) Other material submitted (generally booklets and brochures) on

a variety of programs And activities, or materials concernea with specific

or a range of policy issues.
'ewe

4) "Provision of Federal Assistance to Nonprofit Citizens Groups

Dealing with Scientific and Technical Aspects of Public Policy Issues."

A Report to the National Science roundation prepared by Basberg, Hewes,

Finkelstein and Klores, Attorneys at Law, 1225 Nineteenth Street, N.W.,

Washington, D. C, under Contract NSF-C7610296, January 26, 1976.

This report, referred to in the text as.the BoasbergReport, was prepared

fpr SFC program planning process. II contains information on existing

AO t*

administrative mechanisms for enhancing citizen participation, leverage

points in the administrative procesmost suitable for citizen input, a
.#

discussion of the pros and cons of federal assistance and NSF assistance

tO citizen groups.

5) 1976 program recommendati"ons of the Advisory ComMittee on

Science Education

6) Newspaper clippings and other public information materials

related to the seven Rublic meetinglis
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